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As the Indian manufacturing industry continues to establish
its pace with digital advancements, concepts like Industry 5.0, bioeconomy, cobots, and data privacy redefine the overall evolution of
the manufacturing landscape.
At the same time, companies, both multinational and start-ups, have
absorbed technological breakthroughs that have not only helped India
reflect an innovation-savvy economy but, at the same time, also supported
the proper incorporation of people-centric development into the country.
Today, the manufacturing industry in India stands at the cusp
of unprecedented global opportunities. Adding substantially to this,
the Indian government has left no stone unturned to promote and
acknowledge India’s manufacturing potential.
Keeping this in the backdrop, our Cover Story factors in how leading
industry players appreciate the new logistics policy framework by the
government of India. The National Logistics Policy targets to improve
the Logistics Performance Index ranking, aiming to be among the top 25
countries by 2030. It also targets to reduce the cost of logistics in India
to be comparable with global benchmarks by 2030 and create a datadriven decision support mechanism for an efficient logistics ecosystem.
Another interesting concept we have highlighted in this issue is how
production can grow manifold with the help of paperless manufacturing
operations, leading to significant productivity improvement in the
coming years. Such a manufacturing concept saves time, minimises
human error and optimises production efficiency to a great extent.
Targeting such concepts, EM will continue capturing and circulating
relevant content, facilitating manufacturing enterprises and identifying
and applying technology upscaling strategies to transition their
businesses forward towards an intuitive future.

Team EM

“

We are delighted to behold an overwhelming response from our readers, whose suggestions will assist and
elevate the magazine to grow in its skin. Therefore, we truly appreciate your involvement in improving the product
by considering all the suggestions and will start implementing each and every suggestion.
Publish Industry is the sole publisher of both the product lines (Efficient Manufacturing EM and Automation and
Digitisation A&D) and is afoot of the management changes. The new management has charted a course to strengthen
the expansion, and along the way, we have added contributors to engage them in various departments and locations
to meet the demand. Several confident advancements will be noticed in the near future.
If you are interested in participating with us on this journey, bringing your smart skills and knowledge to the table
to contribute in any way, like writing articles, partnering with us for your product promotion, or advertising with us
on (Print and Digital).
Please contact us at the mentioned contact details – Arun Bhardwaj (Editor and CGO), arun.bharadwaj@Pi-India.in
Tel: +91 74100 09435

”

Overseas Partner:
China, Taiwan, Hong Kong & South-East Asia
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Honeywell & Hindustan Aeronautics jointly manufacture high-power turbogenerators
Honeywell recently signed a memorandum of understanding (MoU) with Hindustan Aeronautics (HAL), a Navaratna
Defence Public Sector undertaking to jointly manufacture high-power, high-voltage turbo generators. Honeywell will provide
its 1-megawatt electric machine to be utilised as a generator, which will enable a turbogenerator that can power hybrid-electric
aircraft, including traditional airframes, unmanned aircraft, and urban air mobility vehicles. This generator, which can also efficiently
run as a 1-megawatt motor, can be seamlessly integrated with new and existing gas turbine engines to create highly power-dense turbogenerators.
Speaking on the announcement, Rajesh Rege, President, Honeywell India, said, "This MoU builds on a four-decade-long partnership with the country’s
aeronautics leader and is an affirmation of our Make in India vision." Speaking at the same occasion, R Madhavan, Former Chairman & MD, HAL, said,
"This MoU is intended to allow both parties to jointly develop a business plan which outlines the market potential, investment, returns, and partnership
model. Going ahead, we hope to work with Honeywell to develop a number of new, India-specific applications."

IMTMA Appoints Jibak Dasgupta as Director General And CEO

The Indian Machine Tool Manufacturers’ Association (IMTMA) the apex body for the machine tool industry in India, has
appointed Jibak Dasgupta as Director General and CEO. Dasgupta is a seasoned professional in knowledge ecosystem
building, formulation of industrial policy, promotion of R&D and technology, and development of industrial capacity in
manufacturing, innovation, and entrepreneurship. Earlier, he headed the CII Naoroji Godrej Centre of Manufacturing Excellence,
Mumbai, CII’s Technology Innovation and Entrepreneurship Department, Delhi, and the CII Maharashtra State Office, Mumbai.
Speaking about Dasgupta’s appointment, Ravi Raghavan, President, IMTMA, stated, "Given India’s efforts to move towards a
$5 trillion economy, the machine tool industry will play a key role in contributing to the growth of the manufacturing industry.
Dasgupta’s deep understanding of the industry will be crucial in driving IMTMA to achieve its goals." Echoing similar thoughts,
Dasgupta, said, "I am elated to have joined a vision-oriented association and keenly look forward to providing a strategic
direction to IMTMA and supporting the Indian machine tool industry to capitalise on market opportunities."

Dormer Pramet taps production investment in Gujarat

Dormer Pramet has increased the manufacturing capacity of its M3–M12 taps assortment at the
company’s Ankleshwar, Gujarat production unit (PU). The project included a significant investment
in the facility, which became part of the company following the Miranda Tools acquisition in 2020. To
increase tap production capacity, the manufacturer installed a series of new technologies, including
thread, flute, and chamfer grinding machines, as well as training employees. Also, this was the first
time robot technology had been installed in Ankleshwar. The improved machine equipment has not
only increased productivity but also offered a significant increase in the quality of taps produced,
helping to bring it in line with global standards. Recent tests have shown big improvements in terms
of the taps’ consistency and performance. Further investments and activities are planned in the
coming months to further support the development of the Ankleshwar production unit and the
company’s growth in India.

LMW showcases machining solutions at the Rajkot Machine Tools show

LMW recently displayed its machining solutions for the industrial excellence at the Rajkot Machine Tools hosted in Gujarat. The
manufacturing company displayed three machines, including J4 – vertical machining centre, Smart Minimaster – horizontal turning
centre, and LTV 30 – vertical turning cen-tre. This machine addresses various
industrial solutions for better outputs. The integrated solutions are intended to
address the industry needs like productivity, precision, reliability with value
added solutions like tooling, CNC programming, CAD/CAM, IoT as a single
step solution provider. These solutions act as a single-step solution provider.
The J4 vertical machining centre has a rigid structure and a wide working area
with strokes of X axis–600, Y axis–600, and Z axis–600. The Smart Minimaster, an ultra-compact turning centre with turret and linear tooling, comes with a
5" chuck, 6000 rpm spindle speed, 3.7/5.5 kW power and 30 m/min rapid rates
as standard. The LTV 30 is a heavy-duty, high-productivity vertical turning
centre (VTL) which has a rigid bed to handle heavy cutting re-quirements with
a spindle speed of 2500 rpm and 15/18.5 kW of spindle power.
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Körber announces Asia partnership with Attabotics
Körber has recently announced an Asia-focused distribution agreement with Attabotics, the world’s first 3D robotics
supply chain company. Körber will provide companies across the Asia-Pacific region with integrated logistics systems
equipped with Attabotics’ patented storage structure and robotic shuttles that save warehouse space by at least 85%.
Through this partnership, manufacturers across multiple industries, including e-commerce, food & beverage, beauty &
healthcare, retail, and electronics, will gain access to Attabotics’ unique supply chain system. Attabotics provides a
robotic warehousing and fulfillment system that condenses typical warehouse aisles into a single, vertical storage structure. Speaking at the occasion, Win Thian
CHAI, CEO, Körber Supply Chain Asia, attributed, "Attabotics is a fast-growing, technology-focused supply chain company, and we are very pleased to expand our
partnership with them to include Asia, where businesses are increasingly automating their picking and order processing processes. Establishing a deeper relationship
with Attabotics helps us to continue paving the way towards a future where every manufacturer has a flexible, reliable, and efficient automated warehouse system."

Hero Electric to set up a mega EV manufacturing plant
Hero Electric recently signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with the Rajasthan Government at Invest
Rajasthan summit, to set up its 170-acre EV manufacturing hub in the Salarpur industrial region with an annual
production capacity of two million units. It will commence by the end of 2023. There will be an estimated investment
of ₹1,200+ crore. This initiative is a step forward in making Rajasthan the new EV
manufacturing hub for OEMs and ancillaries. Speaking on the occasion, Naveen Munjal,
MD, Hero Electric, stated, "This manufacturing facility is part of our capacity enhancement
to boost EV adoption across India. It will allow the state to spearhead a clean mobility
solution shift and promote ecological tourism practices." Further, Sohinder Gill, CEO,
Hero Electric, said, "This mega-sized greenfield facility gives us the opportunity to
introduce energy-efficient green manufacturing processes with a blend of automation
using robotic arms and the nimble-fingered skills of the local artisan workforce, using the
clean solar energy that the state provides."

IEEMA appoints Rohit Pathak as the new President for 2022-23

The Indian Electrical & Electronics Manufacturers' Association (IEEMA), recently announced the appointment of Rohit Pathak as its new President for the
years 2022–23 at the 75th AGM and IEEMA’s annual convention, themed "Electricity to Energy: Vision 2047’, which was held at Hotel Taj Lands End in Mumbai.
Pathak, CEO, Birla Copper (Hindalco Industries), took over the reins from Vipul Ray. In addition, the association also announced the appointment of
office bearer Hamza Arsiwala, MD, STELMEC, and Sunil Singhvi, CEO Energy SBU, Secure Meters as Vice President for the year 2022-23.
Speaking at the occasion, Pathak, President, IEEMA, cited, "Our focus for the year would be on four areas. Firstly, to help the association and its
members explore and pursue emerging growth areas. Secondly, driving public policy efforts to address the pain areas of the members and to shape the
IEEMA strategy for new opportunities. Thirdly, work with colleagues to strengthen membership engagement and regional connectivity, and drive key priorities.
Finally, work to drive capability building of the IEEMA operations team and strengthen the processes & systems
Agreeing with the same, Arsiwala, VP, IEEMA, added, "We will give greater emphasis this year to showcase these emerging opportunities and bring
together all stakeholders, start-ups, financial investors, and the government) to revive and accelerate the growth of the industry."
Moving on, Singhvi, VP, IEEMA outlined the priorities for the year, "Our foremost priority is to encourage the industry to become export competitive and
growth-oriented. We will further enhance our relationship with the government and its agencies on issues of concern and challenges faced by the industry and
undertake activities that will help in the capacity building of our members.
Speaking on the occasion, Charu Mathur, Director General, IEEMA, said, "We are pleased to have Rohit Pathak as the new President, and Hamza
Arsiwala and Sunil Singhvi as Vice Presidents. Their extensive professional experience and vast knowledge of the industry will add immense value to the
association and
guide the association
to achieve its
strategic goals."
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“Gantry handling systems,
the very essence of
manufacturing processes”
...says Kiran Naik, Director – Sales, Güdel India. In an interview
with Sanjay Jadhav, he highlights the company’s journey in the
past few years, while explaining how gantry handling systems from
Güdel ensure safe manufacturing processes. Excerpts...

How has Güdel‘s journey
been so far in India? Can
you guide us through your
Indian portfolio?

Güdel India came into existence in the year 2004. Over the past 18 years, we have been an integral part of our
customers’ journey in automating their operations - automotive, auto components, tyres, beverages, paints,
and general engineering. We are the number one player in intelligent technologies for motion and a global
organisation headquartered in Switzerland. Güdel portfolio consists of high-precision components, linear axis
modules, robotic 7th axis and complete gantry automation solutions. All the solutions are customisable to suit
customer needs. Handling weights from just a few kilos up to several tons, our linear axes are indispensable for
linear movements where dynamics, efficiency, safety and low noise levels are key. Thanks to Güdel’s modular
system, our components can be easily combined to form single-axis, multiple-axis, and rotary modules.

What is it that
manufacturers and
component suppliers
require in today‘s
disruptive times?

As manufacturers and component suppliers the world over grapple to stay ahead of the competition,
high-quality production, speedy output, and the ability to react promptly to market trends pay dividends.
Although a skilled workforce will continue to play a key role, automation helps create a system that
is flexible, efficient, and cost-effective too. This is just what the industry requires in today’s disruptive
times. Hence, significant growth in the industrial automation market is highly likely.

How has the manufacturing
sector helped the country
when it comes to economic
growth?

Multiple policy initiatives and economic reforms have spearheaded India as one of the fastest-growing
economies in the world today. The manufacturing sector has played a significant role in the growth
of the Indian economy. The National Manufacturing Policy targets at raising the manufacturing share
further. The Indian automation market is bound to see growth with all these initiatives.

How do Indian industries
benefit from the new
generation of Güdel gantry
handling systems?

Gantry automation systems bring value by speeding up handling processes, eliminating operator
fatigue, optimising floor footprint, flexibility in handling product varieties, safety, repeatability, etc.
These are the very essence of current manufacturing processes and hence the adaptation of gantry
solutions is well justified. The Indian market is price-sensitive to a great extent, but industries are
seeing the benefits of investment in automation over the long-term.

What are the complex
customer requirements to
linear single-/multi-axis
and rotation modules?
How does it fulfil
customer requirements?

Automation requirements in the Indian context demand flexibility in the automation solutions to cater
to multiple variants/models of products with minimal changeovers. Axis rotation modules enable the
automation systems with extended flexibility to manage these product variances. Adding to this it is the
adaptability for future product varieties.

8
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“Providing best-inclass manufacturing”
…says Inian Tamizh, Founder, Frigate, an on-demand
manufacturing marketplace for CNC machining, fabrication,
3D Printing and injection moulding as a service. In an
interaction with Neha Basudkar Ghate, he shares his thoughts
on how his company is contributing to the Indian MSME sector
and also talks about his company’s future plans.. Excerpts...

What are your
company’s offerings?

Frigate is on a mission to ‘Make Manufacturing Easy’ for our customers. We act as a stop spot for heavy, light
engineering fabrication and precision parts manufacturing. We serve customers from EPC, energy and infrastructure,
OEMs & ODMs sectors through our certified ‘Frigaters’ (manufacturing partners) across India and SEA. Furthermore,
we provide best-in-class manufacturing with our revolutionary AI-enabled cloud manufacturing platform.

How is Frigate
supporting the
development of the
Indian MSME sector?

The company has proven to be a reliable partner for OEMs and product companies. Having broad experience in
working with multiple manufacturing units across all domains, we are confident in deriving a realistic timeline to get
our customer’s requirements manufactured and delivered to their doorstep. We ensure all due diligence is in place,
right from ISO certifications, calibration protocols and raw material testing following global standards. Using the
Frigate platform provides OEMs a single point and transparent destination for all outsourced production needs. This
includes end-to-end tracking right from order confirmation to doorstep delivery with real-time status updates. With
the help of Frigate, Indian MSME manufacturers can leverage our brand presence to get more orders to augment the
under-utilised capacity. Our company can support such manufacturers with new opportunities in the current vertical
they are specialised in, as well as support upcoming verticals like EVs and renewable energy. We do upfront and ontime payments, raw material support, & technology support, while manufacturers can focus on their core strengths.

Can you brief us on the
growing demand for
on-demand custommanufacturing services
for OEMs and SMEs?

On-demand manufacturing allows our customers to produce only what they need; it eliminates unnecessary
overproduction or underproduction. We eliminate the need for our customers to maintain a large inventory.
Combined with our custom manufacturing service, OEMs and SMEs can work with us starting from
prototypes to production. We can do either small- or large-scale manufacturing based on our virtually
unlimited capacity through Frigater’s network.

Brief us on any recent
funding you received
leading to market
upliftment?

Our domain experience and subject expertise helped us raise $185k in an oversubscribed pre-seed round
from eminent industry leaders, angel investors and many other like-minded investors. Our investors have
unflinching trust in our vision and immensely helped us in our journey to ‘Make in India for the Globe.’

How do you foresee
your company in the
upcoming months?

We are rapidly growing to reach a revenue target of $10 million by the end of FY 2024. Furthermore, we want to
position ourselves as the mechatronics manufacturing experts in that space and are planning to establish a fullfledged consumer electronics manufacturing facility by next year. When it comes to growth plans, we are looking
forward to a team size of 100, office spaces/sales offices in Chennai, Hosur, Pune, Bhilai, Gurgaon & Ahmedabad.
In addition, we are looking forward to sales offices in the USA, Europe and UAE. We will also be onboarding atleast
1000 manufacturers across India and SEA to cater to our customers’ growing manufacturing demands.
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“Providing ready solutions
to the Indian market”
…states Jürgen Möller, President, Walter – Asia Pacific Region, and Brajesh Kumar,
Managing Director, Walter Tools India. In an interaction with Neha Basudkar Ghate,
they share their thoughts on the company’s target areas to boost Indian operations and,
at the same time, highlight how the company’s technological advancements are largely
contributing to the overall development of the newly emerging sectors. Excerpts…
What are Walter Tool’s focus areas for triggering the
Indian operations?
Möller – First and foremost, we are expanding our team to
ensure an efficient workflow. Secondly, we are focusing on
the e-mobility business along with other segments. With this,
we are also focusing on distribution and sales, as these are the
key factors for the growth plan of a company. Aligned with
this is knowledge transfer, which I believe is another crucial
factor for a company’s growth strategy.
Kumar – As the Indian economy shows signs of revival, we
are confident of growth across manufacturing sectors in
the ensuing fiscal to spur growth.
Walter, being a global player with
expertise in metal cutting for
the last 100 years, paves a good
trajectory for Walter India,
which has ambitious growth
plans through market share
gain and distribution base
expansion during the coming
years. We rely on a solid growth
strategy, which enables us to
provide our customers with
a competitive advantage
through
innovative
technologies, premium
product quality, and
expert engineering
services.

10

How do you plan for end-user expectations in terms of
cost and technology from both local and global players?
Möller – We have a division called ‘Walter Multiply’ that
offers tailored solutions from a single source, without
any unnecessary interfaces or service components. Apart
from several services, this team is handling the tool
management services. I believe we are probably number
one in the Asia-Pacific region in tool management
service. This is because we create specific solutions for
clients. We started with this division in India and there is
a lot of manpower behind it. The demands of clients are
humungous. As such, we can foresee the business future
for our end clients.
Kumar – Today’s end users are demanding the latest in
technology at the most economical cost. The industry has
a continuously evolving appetite for improvement, which
calls for challenging applications, surfaces, and materials
to be machined. On top of that, greater precision is
needed to be achieved at an ever-increasing productivity
rate with rock-solid process security.
We at Walter concentrate on a holistic approach to
the entire range of our clients’ applications and on what
they can achieve using our specialised and tailor-made
machining solutions.
The perpetually growing competition in the
manufacturing sector, both from local and global
players, has led to an increased end-user expectation
towards cost and technological competitiveness. Today,
manufacturing companies need to act as cutting tool
experts, offering optimised machining solutions for
increasing productivity and quality.
In this context, Walter is setting benchmarks with
highly innovative products and services. Walter launches
new product innovations at regular intervals to offer
machining solutions to the challenging requirements of
its customers. Walter is a pioneer in offering customers
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a complete machining solution backed by technologically
innovative and advanced products.
Selecting a cutting tool supplier with such competence in
product innovation, backed by local engineering support and
availability of the entire spectrum of cutting tool products
in a single portfolio, helps customers have an edge in the
industry against the competition.
Keeping in mind the technology advancements, how are
you expanding the company’s digital portfolio?
Möller – There is no escape when it comes to Industry
4.0 and Walter Tools has invested in digital technologies
to create a future factory where everything is at the user’s
fingertips. One such software is ‘Walter Innotime’, where
customers must simply upload a 3D model of a component,
and Walter Innotime will generate a recommendation for the
tools required, along with suitable machining parameters.
This recommendation is then validated and adapted by
our technicians and engineers. This is a unique technology.
Secondly, we have ‘Walter GPS’, another best machining
solution. It is a navigation system that guides customers to
the right application solution for milling, drilling, threading,
and turning. It also guides them to the perfect tool for an
application and component and to the optimum cutting
data for the tools customers are using. It’s not only tooling
anymore, but it is also the service behind it, and we are
prompt in providing it.
Kumar – When a digital offering is concerned, I can simply
put this into three terms: find, buy, and use.
That means making it easier for our customers to find
tools faster, buy them more easily, and use them more
effectively. This is exactly what Walter Digital represents—it
understands what the customer needs. Using digital assistance
systems, one can find the right tool, buy the product quickly
and easily and also order it online. Through the Walter
online catalogue for tools and product data, Walter GPS for
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determining tools and cutting data for a specific application,
and by using the Walter Innotime® digital design wizard, we
offer our customers and channel partners easy access to a
wide range of information, including all relevant data for
optimal use of our tools—and with a direct link to the Walter
TOOL SHOP.
How is your company catering to current business demands?
Möller – Since the market demand is on the rise all the time,
we have to be flexible in providing a ready solution within a
shorter period of time. In terms of our latest technology, the
‘Tiger-tec Gold’ for turning
has set a benchmark in
the industry. There is a
huge market demand
for Tiger-Tec Gold
products, as we have
enlarged our internal
target and sold more
than 140% of this
product.
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‘‘

JÜRGEN MÖLLER, PRESIDENT, WALTER - ASIA
PACIFIC REGION, “AS COMPARED TO THE
AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY, WE ARE INVESTING IN
NEW TECHNOLOGIES LIKE E-MOBILITY.
TODAY’S ENGINES WILL NOT EXIST IN 50
YEARS. SO, SEVERAL COMPANIES ARE COMING
INTO THE INDUSTRY TO SUPPORT THIS
CHANGE. THIS WILL DEFINITELY CAUSE A
POSITIVE SHIFT IN THE INDIAN GDP”

Kumar – Cutting tool technology is evolving rapidly to
respond to changing demands, more challenging workpiece
materials, new geometrics, coatings, specific customised
demands, cutting-edge technology, digitalisation, etc.,
The growth of technology has brought many methods
and processes to cut metals in different shapes, sizes, and
dimensions to meet the ever-rising customer demand.
In line with the above-mentioned requirements, Walter
Tools, with the combined expertise of Walter, Walter Titex,
and Walter Prototyp, offers machining solutions at a faster
pace and is known in the industry for innovation and
technology in machining. For example, the recently launched
solution that offers shining results in every sector: Tiger•tec®
Gold – for milling, hole making, and turning. The key to this
superior solution is our holistic approach to development,
which focuses on finding the best possible synergy between
cost efficiency, process reliability, and productivity.
How is the technology centre in India addressing market
challenges?
Kumar – After its establishment in 2013, the technology centre
was the new trendsetter for the Indian cutting tool industry.
The ultra-modern, cutting-edge technology center at Walter
India’s Pune office showcases Walter competencies through
a LIVE demonstration of the latest in machining technology.
Prototype development, prove-out of new products, and
total machining solutions, along with technology exchange
and specialised training for customers and engineers, are a
few of the major objectives of this new Technology Centre.
As the virtual world demands to connect with customers
using digital platforms, Walter India offers LIVE streaming of
the machining processes conducted in the technology center,
thus enabling our customers to have live interactions. This
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allows our distant customers to get enlightened on production
and development through digital platforms with ease.
The technology centre enables us to satisfy the needs of
our end customers and get intangible business out of it as it
can facilitate prototype development. It has the machines, the
manufacturing processes, the technology, and the tools for the
same. This technology centre is instrumental in honouring
the commitment that we have made in terms of the proposal
to our customers.
Möller – We are selling engineering competence, and when a
company wants to become a premium supplier, it must invest
in it. At Walter India, we see this as an extraordinary success.
Speaking of the market, how is Walter Tools contributing
to the $300 billion in annual revenue by 2026 in the
automotive industry?
Kumar – The Indian automotive sector is dominating as far
as manufacturing is concerned. Around 60% of the industry
is dependent on the automotive sector. While the automotive
segment contributes to a major share of Walter’s business,
Walter has established its dominance in other resilient
segments like the aerospace, energy, and railway sectors
due to our focus on developing new tools and providing
optimised solutions.
The industry has a continuously evolving appetite for
improvement, which calls for challenging applications,
surfaces, and materials to be machined. The EV segment is
getting into the market and the government is also supporting
it to a great extent. Walter, too, is geared up to provide
solutions in this emerging segment, thereby contributing to
the growth of the economy.
Möller – As compared to the automotive industry, we are
investing in new technologies like e-mobility. Today’s
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‘‘

BRAJESH KUMAR, MANAGING DIRECTOR, WALTER TOOLS
INDIA, “WALTER IS SETTING BENCHMARKS WITH HIGHLY
INNOVATIVE PRODUCTS AND SERVICES. WALTER LAUNCHES
NEW PRODUCT INNOVATIONS AT REGULAR INTERVALS TO
OFFER MACHINING SOLUTIONS TO THE CHALLENGING
REQUIREMENTS OF ITS CUSTOMERS. WALTER IS A PIONEER
IN OFFERING CUSTOMERS A COMPLETE MACHINING
SOLUTION BACKED BY TECHNOLOGICALLY INNOVATIVE AND
ADVANCED PRODUCTS”

engines will not exist in 50 years. So, several companies are
coming into the industry to support this change. This will
definitely cause a positive shift in the Indian GDP.
How about developments in the die and mould industry?
Möller – As per our strategy 2025, where mould and die are
one of its major pillars; we started with an initiative around
a year back where we curated our mould and die catalogue
for its applications. We established a separate department for
mould and die, where we are showing our competence level.
Kumar – With the expertise of Walter, Walter Titex and
Walter Prototyp, we are providing more than simply excellent
machining tools for the die and mould segment. Achieving
success calls for the right machining strategies. Therefore, we
develop comprehensive, high-precision machining solutions
all from a single source. We speak the language of mould and
die-making and work hand in hand with the users.
We offer not only customised solutions for complete
machining operations designed for the die and mould
segment by our engineering experts, but also a global service
and on-site technical support. We are confident in offering
and delivering quality and precision without compromise.
How can today’s highly productive manufacturing
solutions address productivity improvement and cost
reduction challenges?
Möller – Customers have a huge requirement that needs to
be catered to. This area is taken care of by our engineers and
sales team to investigate the price points and support the
team’s new strategic solutions. It is our job to analyse and
offer a customised solution to the client.
Kumar – Today, the ability to machine new materials with a high
level of process reliability and precision is not the only thing
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that matters – the development of technically and economically
viable solutions for that purpose is of equal importance. Thanks
to the Engineering Kompetenz of Walter, which combines
economical tool solutions and reliable service under one roof.
Can you highlight the key drivers for your company’s
growth? What are the important pillars that make up for a
major business impact?
Möller – We have our own internal programme running called
“Successors Intellics’, where we support our workforce to force
and train them. Our major focus is to build our internal team
for great competency ahead. We have also invested in digital
training and social competence. In fact, each Walter global
division has a trainer. These trainers must go through several
exams from Walter Academy to be certified as qualified trainers.
Kumar – We are very well placed with resources and
strategies in terms of business, and most importantly, our
employees make our company a great place to work. These
are the key factors that largely contribute to the overall
growth of the company. As the company takes care of the
employees, the employees take care of the company too.
Moving ahead, which sectors will you prioritise in the
upcoming years and why?
Kumar – India has been emerging in its market stature in
areas like automotives, EVs, aerospace, and electronics. The
government is prioritising massive developments in this area
while also investing heavily in these emerging sectors. These
sectors contribute to huge benefits for the Indian market.
Möller – In my opinion, the Indian economy will grow
strongly in the future. As pointed out earlier, die and mould
will be the key focus areas in the upcoming years, along with
other trending and necessary sectors.. ☐
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Decoding the
National Logistics
Policy and its
roadmap

Addressing logistic challenges is essential to ensure a successful manufacturing
practice. This means that logistics management needs to have the right number
of resources or inputs at the right time, get them to the appropriate location in
proper condition, and deliver them to the correct
internal or external customer. The Cover Story
elaborates on how leading industry players appreciate
Neha Basudkar Ghate
Assistant Editor
em.india@publish-industry.in
the new logistics policy framework. A read on…
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On September 17, 2022, India’s Union Cabinet approved
the National Logistics Policy, which lays down a comprehensive
policy framework for the development of India’s $200 billion
logistics sector. The policy provides for the seamless integration
of multiple modes of transportation by leveraging technology,
processes, and skilled manpower, the key to India’s ambitions
to become a $5 trillion economy by 2025.
The National Logistics Policy targets to improve the
Logistics Performance Index ranking, aiming to be among the
top 25 countries by 2030. It also targets to reduce the cost of
logistics in India to be comparable with global benchmarks by
2030 and to create a data-driven decision support mechanism
for an efficient logistics ecosystem.

C O V E R S TO R Y

railway, customs, aviation, foreign trade, and commerce
ministries. The digital data from these departments will
be integrated under IDS. The aim is to directly and
positively affect shorter cargo movement.
2. Unified Logistics Interface Platform (ULIP): This
system will monitor the smooth movement of cargo.
3. Ease Of Logistics (ELOG): Under this, the new policy
will simplify the rules, which is expected to simplify
basic business.
4. System Improvement Group (SIG): This system will be
used to monitor all logistics-related projects regularly
and will facilitate the removal of any hurdle.

What are the key takeaways?
• A digital integration of different systems of some
departments, such as road transport, railways, aviation,
commerce ministries, and foreign trade
• Shorter and smoother cargo movement and enables the
exchange of information confidentially on a real-time basis
• The national industrial corridor development corporation
logistics data bank project has been leveraged
• The ease of logistics will enable and ensure the ease of the
logistics business through transparency and accessibility
• The system improvement group will monitor all logisticsrelated projects regularly
Keeping in mind the National Logistics Policy (NLP), we
What are the target areas?
have reached out to some industry experts to understand how
According to several reports, Narendra Modi, Prime this policy helps solve complexities in the logistics sector, thus
Minister, India is expected to touch upon four main steps:
becoming beneficial for supply chain complexities across the
1. Integration of Digital System (IDS): This system will manufacturing industry. Also, we touched upon the new
anticipate integrating 30 different systems of seven sectors that the Indian leaders think will help improve exports
different departments, which inlcudes road transport, and give a competitive edge in the global market landscape.
What is the National Logistics Policy?
Introduced in 2020, during the Budget speech by Nirmala
Sitharaman, Finance Minister, India, the policy, according to
the government, is supposed to bridge the efficiency gap by
integrating a tech-enabled approach to logistics. The policy
aims to reduce logistics costs in the country from the existing
levels of 13-14% of GDP, which in turn will contribute to the
government’s ease of doing business initiatives.
This comprehensive action plan has proposed several
benchmark features and services that enable companies to start
adopting better systems and processes.

“NLP is expected to fill in the voids in the supply chain management”

Nikhil Agarwal,

President,
CJ Darcl Logistics
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The movement of goods is majorly dependent on three factors, i.e., route connectivity, mode of
transport, and distribution channels. Technology and digitisation have always been a matter of
concern in the logistics industry, but the newly introduced NLP is expected to fill in those voids in
supply chain management.
New routes will innovate in new ways, thus enhancing connectivity, expanding our reachability, and
fastening our turnaround time. NLP, with infrastructural development, would generate employment,
contributing to the GDP of the country. Manufacturers are majorly facing issues of storage, and
technology may help in revealing the exigency and availability of warehouses at desired locations. This
need generation will help in supplementing new warehouses at required geographic locations, and old
techniques may replace the new ones for the efficient and smooth functioning of the supply chain.
India is currently a major exporter of iron and steel, cotton, gems and jewelry, aluminium
products, and automotive. With the new policy coming into place, we are hopeful it will open new
avenues for textiles, toys, electronics, and chemicals in the long run. These products, where India
has strong manufacturing capabilities, have the potential to improve our export competitiveness in
the international market. Mending the loopholes in the supply chain may fix the problems faced by
the manufacturers, and exports can be increased exponentially.
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“Faster turnaround times, optimal capacity utilisation,
and lesser idle time for assets are the major benefits”

Kunal Subhash Agarwal,
Director,
KoolEx Cold Chain

It is a great step to try and optimise logistics costs across various supply chains in India.
Logistic costs have always been upscaling in India, and the percentage ratio of this cost to the cost
of the product being moved is very high, especially with the low cost of bulk goods. The Indian
logistics sector is indeed complex given the geographical spread and terrain of our country. Hence,
the NLP is aiming to bring all modes of logistics onto a single platform to ideate and pinpoint the
factors and obstacles contributing to this complexity and how they can be overcome in the shortand long-term. It will be very beneficial eventually with provisions for faster turnaround times,
optimal capacity utilisation, and lesser idle time for assets, and a lot of these issues can go away
with public-private government partnerships. Our logistics eco-system is traditionally fragmented,
so we will see a lot of consolidation across modes of transport and we will see a lot of logisticsrelated tech companies emerging. Also, the NLP will facilitate the emergence of transport by
water, a sector that has tremendous potential and is the cheapest form of transport.

“The policy should focus on wider sustainability/transportation
policy and not just logistics”

Subhabrata Sengupta,
Executive Director,
Avalon Consulting
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NLP has lofty goals and if it achieves its key objective of making logistics cheaper (reducing
logistics costs as a percentage of GDP) and hassle-free, then it will be significantly beneficial for
the manufacturing sector. However, at this stage, it is more like a vision document and more details
need to emerge to comment on ‘what’ and ‘how’. There are some concerns:
1. A core part of the NLP is the Unified Logistics Interface Platform (ULIP). It is not clear how
it will be developed, and a lot depends on a robust architecture, a smooth UI, and a
satisfactory UX.
2. A lot of the logistics issues remain state-dependent—for example, whether logistics providers
can acquire or use land in industrial parks is interpreted differently across states. It is not
clear how this policy will co-opt the states and ensure consistent application of rules.
3. A lot of coordination between various departments and states would still be needed –
execution is key.
4. The lack of competitiveness of multi-modal logistics on many routes is a major issue for the
manufacturing industry today. This is driven by issues related to raking availability, lack of
vessels in many inland/coastal waterways, transshipment costs (expensive manual/semimanual unloading and reloading in many cases), delays in transshipment (hubs inadequately
connected, narrow roads, inadequate parking for trucks). This cannot be solved by the policy
unless it is accompanied by infrastructure investment (often new terminals in uncongested
outskirts with a long-term capacity plan) and cooperation from corresponding entities (such
as railways).
Note: Some commentators have spoken about the lack of focus on sustainability, but to me, that
is a non-issue. As and when sustainable transport becomes viable with the required infrastructure
or ecosystem in place, logistics will switch. The industry is highly rational and cost-sensitive. The
policy should be a part of a wider sustainability/transportation policy and not just logistics.
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“Indian manufacturers can expand their footprints globally”

Anil Verma,

Executive Director
and President,
Godrej & Boyce

The National Logistics Policy announced on Saturday is a crucial step for efficient supplyside management and reducing logistic costs to global standards of about 10%. The NLP will
provide a much-needed fillip to export growth, allowing Indian manufacturers to expand their
footprints globally. The Gatishakti Vishwavidyalaya will bolster employment opportunities by
emphasising skill enhancement across the logistics value chain. Godrej & Boyce's B2B businesses
have been built through investment in engineering and manufacturing capabilities and have
powered solutions in the fields of renewable energy, power transmission, and industrial
infrastructure for 125 years. The impetus given to transportation through new waterways, airports,
and multi-modal logistics hubs will provide an effective roadmap to deliver products efficiently
and at a very competitive cost across our various global markets.

“NLP brings in the technology to unify and help manage complexity”
Kami Viswanathan,
Senior Vice President
– MEISA Operations,
FedEx Express

FedEx welcomes the National Logistics Policy. The development of an integrated and efficient
logistics ecosystem is a crucial enabler for India to become a $5 trillion economy and improve trade
competitiveness. As India looks to modernise infrastructure and supply chains, it’s evident that
technology is the key to unifying all involved stakeholders and helping manage complexity better.
We at FedEx Express support the government’s vision to make India a more attractive and
connected place to do business.

“NLP will help to augment warehousing capacity
and take products closer to the consumption points”

The NLP comes as a big boost for the sector, as it aims to promote the seamless movement of

Rampraveen Swaminathan,
MD and CEO,
Mahindra Logistics
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goods across India and potentially could lead to a reduction in the cost of logistics and accelerate
GDP growth. It will further have a positive impact on the nation’s supply chain and will help to
augment warehousing capacity and take products closer to the consumption points. The enriched
focus of the policy on enhancing human capital and operating standards are welcome initiatives to
increase formalisation of the sector. As India aims to become a $5 trillion economy by 2024-25.
Connectivity and superior infrastructure will be critical to achieving these goals.
We are aligned with the Government’s vision of making India a better and easier place to do
business. We remain focused on delivering integrated solutions to help enterprises become more
agile and cost-efficient, and support India’s growth story.
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“The National Logistics Policy can help
India achieve its economic growth vision”

Deepak Sood,

Secretary General,
ASSOCHAM
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The National Logistics Policy (NLP), is a major structural transformative initiative and will facilitate
India's being embedded across global value chains as we move ahead on the path towards Bharat@100.
Enabled by different technologies, the NLP focuses on unified measures across different logistics modes,
including roads, rail, ports, airports, and warehousing, that will give a decisive edge to the Ease of Doing
Business in India (EoDB). Interestingly, NLP was first mentioned in the Union Budget of 2020. A work
in progress since it is now a reality that embeds inputs from stakeholders across the spectrum.
What makes the policy so crucial to the logistics sector? To understand the significance of this
development, we have to first understand what the industry is all about. Logistics is considered to be the
backbone of an economy, which makes up for 14.4% of the country’s Gross Domestic Product (GDP)
and impacts all industries, especially agriculture, manufacturing, and services. It also provides
employment to more than 22 million people. Everyone across the country and the world felt the
magnitude of the impact of this sector during the pandemic.
Ironically, it is also a highly unorganised sector, with 80% of its industries found to be small or
medium-sized companies, that the government is trying to rein in and has been taking several measures
to improve and regularise. Last year, it introduced the PM GatiShakti National Master Plan (PMGSNMP) to achieve economic transformation and logistics efficiency through seamless multi-modal
connectivity, which includes transportation by road, rail, sea, and air. It also facilitates speedier adoption
and implementation of digitalisation. The NLP will leverage this work being done under PMGS-NMP to
streamline the sector and enhance efficiencies. To spur job creation, it will also focus on skills, which will
be made a part of the curriculum or training programmes at various levels.
The policy works on multiple levels for the logistics sector, including plugging the many leaks in the
thriving sector. One of the most important is logistics costs, which, the experts' state, is a yardstick to
gauge a country’s competitiveness. Currently, the logistics cost of India stands at 14% of GDP vis-à-vis
8%-11% of mature economies like the US, Germany, and Japan. Cutting down on logistics costs will not
only increase the country’s exports but also solve the issue of investments across sectors. Integrating
local supply chains with global value chains will garner further interest and private investments from
international players to select India as a key sourcing market. The boost to foreign trade, especially the
country’s exports, will have a ripple effect on private investment.
The NLP helps domestic companies capitalise on not just hard assets through transportation
but also soft assets that entail digitisation and documentation. Companies that have already taken
advantage of multi-modal connectivity are benefiting from it and can’t wait to implement the policy
to increase the efficiency of their logistics. The other attraction is digitisation through United
Logistics Interface Platform (ULIP), which brings all modes of transport onto a single platform in
terms of visibility to customers.
The policy’s single-window logistics e-market not only unites the sector digitally but will help to
eliminate choke points and enhance connectivity across the country, especially in the northeast. This
will be made possible with the interlinking of all four modes of transportation to deliver goods and
services. It will also help to identify and develop new gateways with ports, some of which have not been
used in the past five years. Opening these gateways is necessary to loosen up the bottlenecks, reduce
inventory costs, and ensure quick service delivery.
Since logistics measures and policies are largely centered on multi-modal connectivity, the policy is
also expected to correct the mix, which has roads accounting for 60% of the total transport, followed by
railways at 30% and waterways at around 5%. There is a need to balance the mix and correct it by
ensuring that waterways also have the numbers since there is not only a lot of potential in them in the
future, but they are also seen as an eco-friendly mode of transport. Shifting the transport concentration
from roads to rails and waterways will reduce costs in the logistics sector, power the country's economic
growth, and help it achieve its environmental, social, and governance (ESG) goals.
With so much going for NLP, the country is on the right track with this policy and appears
poised to achieve its many goals, whether it is a $5-trillion economy or net-zero emission status.
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“A game-changer in India's infrastructure transformation”

Mahendra Shah,
Chairman and MD,
V-Trans India

The National Logistics Policy is a landmark step in the direction of transforming the industry
and bringing competitiveness. It is a much-needed step as reduced logistics costs will help boost
in overall efficiency, encouraging value addition and enterprise.
This is a much-needed push with projects such as Bharatmala, DFC, MMLP, and tech platforms
like ULIP, eLOGS, and so on. Exciting times are ahead for the industry, and players with a
progressive mindset, technological inclination, and competitiveness are surely going to benefit
from these developments.
The NLP will help the PM GatiShakti National Master Plan (PMGS-NMP) achieve its target of
enhancing multi-modal connectivity. It will build a world-class modern infrastructure by involving
all stakeholders in the planning and implementation process, resulting in project efficiency and
synergy. This is a significant move as the high logistics costs bring down the competitiveness of
domestic goods in the international market. This policy will allow domestic players to compete in
the global market and help India become a $5 trillion economy by 2030.
Due to the government's emphasis on capital expenditure over the last eight years, India's
logistical efficiency has increased significantly, with room for further improvement. The NLP
truly has the potential to be a game-changer in India's infrastructure transformation; the country
is sure to benefit from the policy’s comprehensiveness and flexibility in the coming decades.
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Enhancing medical applications
with 3D Printing
Manufacturing has its roots in various aspects starting from smaller pins to enormous
aircrafts. But in healthcare, there is a need to confine the term to ‘Digital Manufacturing’
instead of other methodologies. The article talks about the
Dr Thirumurugan BDS,
most common medical applications of 3D Printing
MSCR (F),
MSc in Nanomedicine (UK)
technology, while highlighting the challenges and
Healthcare Consultant, Orator and
Researcher, 3D Technology and
Advanced Healthcare Solutions
regulations involved.
Digital manufacturing comprises two important types: one
is subtractive manufacturing, which is CAD/CAM and the
other type is Additive Manufacturing, which is 3D Printing or
rapid prototyping.
Computer-aided designing and computer-aided milling
work on the principle of the reduction of excess material from
a block or other shape to a desired designed outcome that
involves wastage of material. This specific limitation is being
addressed by 3D Printing, which adds layer by layer to
construct a designed structure. Some of the CAD applications
involve radiological or image interpretation and it involves
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designing any healthcare data and other patient-specific
virtual designs and treatment plans. The CAM application
includes milling a product from the created design, including
dental crowns, bridges, and implant bars, along with the cast
(negative replica) for prosthetic manufacturing.

3D Printing technology
It is undoubtedly true that 3D Printing technology has made
a revolution in nearly every discipline. This technology has
made great strides in the engineering industries. But its usage in
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medical and dental applications is in no way inferior. The
availability of 3D scanners, 3D software and 3D printers has
caused a revolution in digital manufacturing, thereby, reducing
the time and enhancing the quality of every application. There
are nearly 13 different 3D Printing technologies in the world
now, and each technology has its pros and cons with a complete
range of materials.
The applications are enormous and innovations are
happening every day using all of the above technologies.
Gartner research says, by 2025, nearly 25% of surgeons will
practise on 3D printed models before patient surgery. The
CAGR of 3D Printing technology and materials has
consistently been more than 20% in the healthcare industry,
along with the up tick in the number of patents filed
towards healthcare.

Common medical applications
Anatomical models and medical devices
Complex pathologies and fractures are always very difficult
to categorise even with the availability of CT/MRI data. It
requires a lot of skill and time to visualise the 2D image
(DICOM) data into the 3D image in mind to get a proper
understanding of the condition. The evolution of 3D Printing
technology has been tremendous as it becomes efficient to
produce a complete, variable range of patient-specific
anatomical models across different disciplines in the healthcare
sector. The anatomical models can be 3D printed in various
textures ranging from rigid to ultra-soft and also transparent
to different colours that could mimic real-life anatomies.
A patient-specific model can be used to get trained and
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planned and to teach for a given complex surgery before
operating on the patient. Medical devices of any form can be
3D printed, and even a customised device for a specific medical
condition can also be created. Necessities like ventilators and
swabs for oxygen supply and testing have been in huge demand
during COVID, and 3D Printing technology helped massively
during that phase. Even some emergency medical devices have
been designed and created to be used in war zones.
Bio-printing
The concept of bio-printing always creates hype. Most
people will be excited if they read or hear that human hearts,
livers, and kidneys can be 3D printed. These are on the way,
but it takes a very long time to get approved for use in humans.
The human body has nearly 30 trillion cells and 200 cell types,
which are the building blocks of who we are. Imagine recreating
these cell types and the way it works. In the bio-fabrication
technology, bio-printing utilises cells, proteins and other
biomaterials as building blocks for 3D printed biological
models, biological systems and therapeutic products.
This technology involves various stages of complexity, and
it is highly technique sensitive. But the rapid advancement
stimulated the development of novel bio-inks which are used
as 3D bio-printable material, stem cell advancements,
personalised cancer treatment and for drug discovery. This
technology may address some of the prominent issues like
demand for organ transplants, animal testing, precision
treatment and is devoid of human error.
Customised orthotics and prosthetics
Currently, more than one million limb amputations are
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carried out globally every year because of accidents, war
casualties, metabolic disorders, tumours, and congenital
anomalies. When an arm or other extremity is amputated or
lost, a prosthetic device or prosthesis is needed to carry out
the day-to-day activities to lead an independent life.
Advanced scanning expertise can get accurate patient data,
while the designing and development process will be done
using various tools and a team of experts.
The designed data will create end-use prostheses by
combining it with 3D Printing, advanced sensors, and
conventional methodologies using a choice of materials
based on the requirements. The orthotics and prosthetics
created using these advanced technologies will have superior
physical, chemical, biological, and aesthetic properties along
with reduced turnaround time from days to even hours.
Dental applications
The dental segment has exploited most applications
using 3D scanners, 3D software, and 3D Printing technology.
The development of materials has been expedited to such a
great extent, such that it supports almost all dental
applications. Concepts have been developed to scale where a
dentist can have his/her complete digital workflow at a very
reasonable price. Having the complete digital dental
workflow is akin to having every solution required in one’s
hands and enabling one to deliver any work to the patients
in a few hours instead of waiting for a few days with utmost
precision and exemplary finishing. The 3D Printing
technology can accomplish dental tasks starting from
aligners, appliances, bridges, crowns, dental models, dental
implants, dentures, metal copings, removable appliances,
surgical guides, wax try-ins and veneers.
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Precision medicine and drug printing
Most of us know that each individual has different
fingerprints. If the fingerprint itself is different for everyone,
imagine the pharmacokinetics (what the body does to a drug)
and pharmacodynamics (what the drug does to a body) for every
person. The absorption, distribution, metabolism, and excretion
for every person will be different, and so the drug dosage and
form needs to be customised according to a person’s need and
condition. Factors like age, sex, ethnicity, diet, and disease, along
with drug interaction, will affect the efficiency of the drug.
Precision medicine starts with the complete genetic profiling
of an individual. Through this profiling, we can identify what
sort of disease a person can expect in their future, and they can
start measures to prevent it. Giving the right drug at the right
dosage to the right individual is the key here. Different
combinations of active ingredients and excipients can be
customised as droplets, and they can be solidified along with
multiple dosages using various 3D Printing techniques.
Patient-specific implants
Reconstructive surgeries can be extremely challenging, even
for the most experienced surgeons. The reason is the complex
anatomy and uniqueness of each defect. So, conventionally
available standard-size implants won’t suit all, and they will need
corrections during an operation. Patient-specific implants (PSI)
are emerging rapidly as a clinically established treatment option
for a variable degree of conditions to match the individual’s
anatomy. This PSI can be used in various bone deformities,
including injuries due to accidents, war casualties, tumours,
aesthetic requirements, functional improvisation and congenital
anomalies. Post-COVID, a lot of patients have been affected by
mucormycosis, and PSI has been the best available option for that
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Metal copings

condition. PSI has a range of enhanced properties with absolute
fit along with reduced operation time and quicker recovery.
Other advanced technologies
Augmented Reality (AR), Artificial Intelligence (AI) and
Virtual Reality (VR) are being developed for educational and
training purposes in lockstep with 3D technology. Smart
materials and sensors are bringing unimaginable advancements
in diagnostic and monitoring aspects of healthcare. The
combination of AR, VR, smart materials and sensors, along
with 3D Printing will bring innovations that are beyond our
imagination in the field of healthcare.
Challenges with 3D Printing
There is a great disparity when it comes to using 3D printing
technology in different parts of the world. Developed countries
like the USA, Canada, Australia, and certain countries in Europe
have started to use a complete digital platform for their
diagnostic, education, and surgical planning purposes.
Developing countries like India and China are gradually
adapting to the technology, whereas most African countries,
which are under-developed have not adapted much to it. The
healthcare budget and financial constraints seem to have a
direct impact on the acceptance of advanced technologies. If the
government and insurance providers lend support, there could
be a significant increase in the use of these technologies.
People with design and software expertise in healthcare are
rare. Engineering products can be designed on CAD and a few
other software, where courses are widely offered and are easy
to learn. But for healthcare, there are limited training centres,
and it is only just catching up over the last couple of years. In
some cases, people purchase 3D printers without having the
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requisite knowledge about the associated software, postprocessing equipment and how they can be effectively
leveraged. A person with general medical and dental knowledge
along with software and design experience would be ideal in
this modern world of technology-assisted health care.
The costs of 3D Printing technology alone is not an issue – it
is a one-time investment. But the printing material and
maintenance costs are the cause for worry especially in developing
countries as the competing conventional labs and treatment costs
are much lesser when compared to other developed countries.
Regulations with 3D Printing
There are several regulatory issues or risks that manufacturers
of 3D Printing devices encounter that are not going to affect
traditional manufacturers. These regulations will scrutinise
every step involved in the following activities:
Medical data collection, quality of the data, data format
conversion, standardisation of the software, 3D printer type,
calibration methods and values, material choice, build type,
post-processing, environmental measures and sterilisation.
In traditional manufacturing, there are protocols to ensure
low error rates. But in 3D Printing, all the above-said things
cannot be checked by individuals who have their own 3D
printing facility at home or in their clinic. It is hard to track
the efficacy of the technology and the authenticity of the
materials used. It will take some time to create a universal
protocol that can be followed by every country and facility to
stick to manufacturing best practices. Nevertheless, digital
manufacturing, or Additive Manufacturing, already has deep
roots in healthcare, and one can only expect more innovations
to keep coming while it resolves issues that cannot be easily
treated by conventional means.☐
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PRECISION CUTTING

Empowering mechanisms
perform at higher levels
The last few years have witnessed the manufacturing industry going through massive and
revolutionary changes. Current trends point towards an increase in adoption as the products
being developed in the automotive, defence, and medical industries
push the boundaries of what was thought to be the limits of
manufacturing capabilities. The article sheds light on how precision
Aniruddha Mokashi,
Manager, Growth Advisory,
Aranca
cutting technologies have enabled higher efficiency levels.
The manufacturing industry has undergone many
improvements over the last few years. This includes the
development of revolutionary new materials that bring gains in
strength, rigidity, toughness, weight reduction, longevity, and
cost-reduction. This has also resulted in a revolution in
manufacturing technologies to bring these materials to the form
that would enable them to fulfil their function. Precision
manufacturing technologies have been able to bring to life designs
and help mechanisms perform at a level never thought possible.
Metal cutting machines, as we all know, are stationary
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power-driven machines used for handling or machining metal
or other rigid materials, usually by cutting, boring, grinding,
shearing, or other forms of metal removal. Turning, milling,
EDM, and laser cutting comprise the major precision cutting
technologies that have been widely adopted throughout
different industries across the globe.

CNC technology on the rise
Metal cutting is a vital manufacturing process and is used by
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almost all industries to some degree or another. As a result, the
global machine tools market stands at $7.1 billion as of 2020, with
metal cutting tools accounting for a 60% share. Metal forming
tools made up around 15%, with machine tool accessories making
up the remaining 25%. The global metal cutting tools market
stands at $4.2 million as of 2020 and is expected to grow at a
CAGR of 3% between 2022–25, with almost 90% of revenue
contributed by CNC-based metal cutting tools. With mass
customisation and precision engineering on the rise, CNC-based
metal cutting tools will see an increase in market share.
Lathe and milling processes comprise the lion’s share of the
metal cutting tool market with 46% and 32%, respectively.
Grinding has a relatively smaller share of 5%, while all other
processes put together make up around 17% of the market.
Lathe and milling tools are cost-effective and, hence, have found
wide applications across industries and geographies. Grinding
tool applications are restricted to industries, such as aerospace,
defence, and automotive requiring precision engineering.
CNC technology is now used in nearly 90% of all machine
tools. A higher share of CNC equipment is fuelled by an increased
shift towards automated solutions, to improve efficiency, reduce
lead times, minimise defects, and minimise human intervention.

Increased demand from APAC

Revolutionary changes

Market drivers for higher productivity

The automotive sector continues to dominate the machine
tool demand with 35%. General machinery, electrical &
electronics and defence industries are the other major
segments with high demand for machine tools. The dominance
of metal cutting tools in automotive and metal fabrication
industries is primarily owing to their requirement for
consistent mass production with minimal human intervention.
The automotive industry will continue to be a major end-user
of machine tools. About 65% of a new vehicle is developed with
the help of lathe, milling and grinding machine tools. Growth in
end industries (construction, packaging, and food processing)
has promoted demand for focus machine tools within the general
machinery industry. Consistent demand for precision engineering
in the aerospace and defence industry for critical components has
driven demand for precision cutting tools there as well.
The development of ultrasophisticated devices in the
medical equipment and electronics industries has also led to
the need for high-precision components made from exotic
materials. Precision cutting technologies have seen extensive
application in these industries.

Ban on imports of second-hand machinery: Imports of secondhand machinery have been banned by some countries in the
APAC region. This is expected to create demand for new machine
tools. For example, Vietnam does not allow the importation of
any used machinery or equipment that has been discarded or
banned by other countries because of its obsolescence, low
quality, or its impact on the environment.
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When the machine tool market is dissected at a geographic
level, we can see that the APAC region dominates with nearly
46% of all new machine sales, followed by Europe (27%) & North
America (17%). Latin America & MENA comprise around 5% of
the market. APAC constitutes the majority demand, owing to an
uptick in the local manufacturing capabilities driven by favourable
government initiatives, and cheap labour. APAC constitutes over
half the demand for lathe and milling machines while higher
demand for grinding machines is observed in North America.
Favourable government initiatives coupled with cheap labour
have historically driven the manufacturing sector in APAC. The
APAC region accounts for the highest demand for machine
cutting tools, as it is the manufacturing hub for most major end
industries. Europe is amongst the leading manufacturers of
automotive, and electrical & electronic products. The US has
focused its efforts on reducing dependence on imports from
APAC countries and promoting domestic manufacturing. This
has led to a surge in demand for machine tools in the US. Some of
the US manufacturing capabilities have been shifted to Latin
America, to benefit from low production, labour & logistics costs.

Technological advancement & Industry 4.0: Technologies such
as AI, 3D Printing and Big Data analytics are being used in
manufacturing, resulting in lower operating costs, higher
productivity, and higher margins. Since machine tooling falls
under the primary manufacturing process, it will be amongst
the first to be automated.
Furthermore, precision machine tool demand would witness
an uptick as they would be the primary tools required for the
development of such technologies.
Faster economic growth: Recovering commodity prices, after a
significant decline in the aftermath of the pandemic is further
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Innovations in
metallurgy and design

expected to aid market growth. Developed economies are also
expected to register stable growth. While developing economies
are also expected to register stable growth.
Resurgence of construction industry: Construction activities
have been robust in emerging markets such as China, India,
Brazil, Indonesia, and Saudi Arabia. Historically, construction
activities in emerging markets have been one of the key factors
influencing construction machinery manufacturing and demand.

Roadblocks to growth
Sensitivity to general economic downturns: The machine tools
market is directly impacted by general economic downturns,
owing to their application in the manufacturing of capital goods;
this makes the market vulnerable to economic fluctuations.
Lack of skilled labour and training: The limited availability
of skilled labour, with workers having proper planning and
programming experience, can affect the operations and
production capabilities.
Acceptance of EVs: The rise in demand for EVs is expected to
adversely impact the machine tool market. The demand for
lathe and milling machines could be reduced by ~65%, with
the elimination of combustion engines requiring the highest
metal cutting applications.

How is technology impacting
the precision cutting market?
There are a slew of technology trends that are likely to have
an impact on the precision cutting market in the future. This
not only includes improvements in processes, but also the way
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the manufacturing environment is oriented and deployed.
Multifunctional machine tools: Multiple tasks such as boring,
milling, drilling, turning, tapping, and other processes can be
done on the same machine at the same time with the help of
multiple spindles and face cutting (multitasking equipment).
There has been significant traction for these machines in
North America and European regions. Grinding machine
tools will continue to remain a stand-alone requirement.
Higher speed and accuracy: At present, the CNC system uses
high-frequency processors (bit-digit) to improve the speed of
CNC machine tools. An upgrade to the most advanced
multiprocessor and ultra-large-scale integrated circuit
structures is used to improve the data processing capabilities
of machine tools, boosting the demand for CNC tools.
IoT-ready and automated machine: With the advancement of
technology, smart machine tools and robotics will handle a
greater percentage of work in industrial settings. IoT-ready and
automated machine tools are expected to become more widely
used in situations where human workers are not safe to work.
Addictive manufacturing: Addictive manufacturing or 3D
Printing is expected to grow more than 18% CAGR during the
forecast period. The benefits of addictive manufacturing include
a lower production cost, design flexibility, faster production
cycles, support for new AI-driven design methods, and lower
prototyping and storage costs will lead to exponential growth.
Advancements in CNC software: Software will also facilitate
less lag time, faster processing speed, and quicker feedback for
machine operators. Advancements in CNC software will also
accommodate precision manufacturing. ☐
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Preventing material contamination
The article discusses about process-optimised melting units with special beam control that
enables the production of high-purity ingots with minimal loss. In addition, it allows easy
maintenance and cleaning during material changes by the plant operator.
Due to their chemical properties, refractory metals have
unique performance characteristics, which allow their use
under extreme conditions, for instance in heat exchangers or
another chemical apparatus engineering. Their material
characteristics make refractory metals essential for electronic
industry applications as well.
However, only limited melting processes are suitable for
refining such materials. The high melting point and chemical
reactivity exclude utilising ceramic crucibles, atmospheric
melting conditions as well as most melting techniques.
Electron Beam Melting (EBM) meets the higher temperature
requirements as well as provides inert melting conditions.

Adapting to cleaning requirements
Nevertheless, furnace design and process need to be adapted
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for such dedicated requirements to match material purity and
economical requirements. ALD Vacuum Technologies
provides a specialised EBM service with its electron beam gun
design that allows for precise power distribution, processoptimised material feeding, and refining, as well as selected
superheating above 3.500°C. Thanks to an independent
parameter control including power profile, melt rate, or
vacuum level, the process is highly flexible and cost-efficient.
All parts of the plant in contact with the melt itself are
removable or easy to reach, so cleaning can be carried out
quickly during material changes. In addition, the company
operates two furnaces for melting refractory metals for
customers who do not have internal capacity available.
Despite their rarity, refractory metals are key materials for
innovative high-tech industries that require chemical-resistant
and highly conductive parts. “However, such metals like
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hafnium, niobium, and tantalum have very high melting points
of even over 3.000 °C and, therefore, require correspondingly
high temperatures, which many conventional induction
furnaces and refractory crucibles cannot provide,” says Jochen
Flinspach, Operational Manager Electron Beam Melting
service, ALD Vacuum Technologies. He further explains,
“Reaction of the melt pool with the crucible made of refractory
material like zirconium oxide can lead to inclusions of foreign
particles in the melt, which can have problematic consequences
for subsequent processing, like worse conductive properties or
lower resistance of the fabricated parts.”
Moreover, these metals are reactive in a higher temperature
range, i.e., above the liquidus temperature. Therefore, even
minimal oxygen input leads to severe impairment of the
material quality and melting under vacuum or inert gas
conditions is required. In addition, with conventional melting
methods, the gas value inside the melting chamber can often be
too high, causing the material to become brittle.

Electron beam melting
With electron beam melting, not only required temperatures
for the melting process are achievable. The flexible power
distribution and high vacuum conditions feature unique
refining capabilities. Typically, one or multiple electron beam
guns are connected to the melt chamber, depending on the
required power level and melt surface area to be scanned. The
company features in-house process expertise, furnace design
and own gun development resulting in a furnace design
matching the requirements of this specific industry. The gun
control is fully integrated into the furnace control concept and
is not an add-on function as offered by other vendors.
Thus, interactions between individual furnace functions
and implementation of process-related logic are ensured.
Modern melting furnaces offer semi-automated operation
where human interaction is requested for corrective functions
only. High reproducibility on process results as well as reliable
furnace operation are the benefits of such a development.
ALD Technologies GmbH has developed unique EBM
plants for various applications over the years with their gun
and furnace design. Thanks to their expertise and R&D
capabilities, the plant types are suitable for processing high
purity, chemical, or thermal resistant metals. As a specific
application, the refining of tantalum or other reactive
refractory metals as alloying agents for superalloys may be
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mentioned. “The EB-melting has been established as a variable
process capable of producing material with highest purity and
gas contents lower than 10 ppm. It is also suitable for mass
production of reactive metals or alloys required for aerospace
or chemical applications,” Flinspach adds.

Ensuring higher beam efficiency
For maximum beam efficiency, the company offers the
automated beam control system ECOSYS, which ensures
optimal energy distribution. The handling is practice-oriented,
processes are largely automated and the operator only performs
a corrective task. Process visualisation provides relevant data
arranged on a screen, while details can be called up on
corresponding pages if required.
According to Ulrich Biebricher, Remelting & Melting
Specialist, ALD Vacuum Technologies, “Simple and safe cleaning
of the equipment is as important as flexible control, since the
metal to be melted can change frequently during production
schedule.” Therefore, particular attention is paid to easy
maintenance of the equipment. Robust design, good accessibility,
and quick replacement of components in touch with the melt are
features of the plant design. Thus, maintenance of equipment and
EB guns can be carried out by the operator alone.

Refining high-purity metals
“Our 60 kW EB plant is suitable for ingots up to 100 mm in
diameter and 500 mm in length. It is used for smaller material
quantities or laboratory and research applications as well as
precious metals melting,” Biebricher explains. “Our 600 kW
plant was designed for ingots starting at 42 mm up to 300 mm
in diameter and 2,000 mm in length.”
The range of melting materials at ALD includes refining
high-purity metals for the electronics industry, preparing
refractory or reactive metals for chemical usage, as well as
consolidating return material from a wide variety of applications.
Test melts for customers to qualify new process steps are also
part of the portfolio, as is the preparation of metal samples. “In
a recent project, tantalum was recovered from used capacitors.
We processed it from the scraps into a semi-finished product
and conditioned it further for the customer. In the end, the
product quality was good enough for reuse in further processing
or selling it as a precursor,” concludes Flinspach. ☐
Courtesy: ALD Vacuum Technologies
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Paperless factories – Way of the future!
Over years, manufacturing units across industries have used paper for various operational
purposes. However, today, with rapid rise in digital tools; going paperless has almost
become a pre-requisite for achieving manufacturing excellence.
The article explains how production can grow manifold with
Dr Vijay Kumar Singh,
the help of paperless manufacturing operations leading to
Dean and Head of School of
Mechanical Engineering,
Lovely Professional University
significant productivity improvement in the coming years.
Using paper is the most popular way of monitoring
industrial processes, but that does not mean that it is the most
sustainable way as well. The production of paper itself takes a
huge toll on the environment. Pulp and paper mills are one of
the major contributors to water, air and land pollution. In
addition to that, massive amounts of water and energy are
spent on the making of paper. Looking at the adverse effects of
paper production, we can confidently say that the use of paper
will fade out sooner or later. Therefore, for a factory owner and
its workers, it is better to get familiar with non-conventional
techniques of controlling manufacturing procedures and
switch to apps like MS Excel, Word, and many other software
available as soon as possible. Electronic (software-based)
applications are the future of the production industry.
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How does paperless methods
ensure production efficiency?
Paperless factories are manufacturing units that employ
software systems in place of physical books and registers to
manage and record the production processes.
Following are some benefits that a paperless factory offers:
Time-saving: Maintaining production records on paper takes
much more time and effort than modern electronic methods.
Using computers means saving time and human energy with
the help of techniques such as:
• Cut/copy/paste for entering information
• Ctrl+F for finding certain information instead of
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Industry 4.0 workers in the
smart factory environment

searching manually
• Grouping sheets/files together and organising them in
folders so that you do not have to waste your precious time
looking for the required information
One can create one destination folder for all SOPs, machinery
manuals, safety precautions, checklists, clients and vendors.
Minimise human error: Paperless methods minimise the
scope of human error with features like:
• Automatic correction of spelling mistakes
• Automatic mathematical calculations
Easy accessibility: Another major advantage of having
information saved in electronic documents is the fact that one
can carry it easily with in a pen drive or mobile phone. Moreover,
one can access digital information conveniently in any part of
the world with the help of the internet. This enables major
businesses with multiple factory outlets in different parts of the
globe to operate themselves with ease. Any change in your
production methods or information updates can be easily shared
with all the people in the company with the click of one button.
Optimising production: Most importantly, paperless
techniques help in optimising the production processes and
making better decisions in the future for the company. With
the help of digital applications, you can analyse the data you
have recorded in the past few years. This can include the:
• Number of deviations from planned procedures
• Number of rejected articles
• Change in the efficiency of the equipment
• Workforce competency
• Number of mishaps or near misses at work
One can study the effect of various factors on the production
efficiency and form certain patterns. That way, the production
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team can tackle the challenges they come across in an effective
and organised manner. For a better Root Cause Analysis (RCA),
organisations should make use of electronic software.

Organised structure of software
Different software systems are used in paperless
manufacturing units at different levels of the company
hierarchy. Following is the organised structure of software
being employed in a typical paperless factory:
- ERP or Enterprise Resource Planning
(Enterprise level)
- MES or Manufacturing Execution System
(Management level)
- SCADA or Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition
(Supervision level)
- PLC or Programmable Logic Controller
(Control level)
(Production level/actual shop floor)
Software like MES (Manufacturing Execution System) is used
to optimise the production procedures by documenting,
monitoring and controlling the whole manufacturing lifecycle.
The goal of software such as SCADA is to track and control the
functioning of equipment being used in the industry. With the
help of SCADA, we can collect and study real-time data to
monitor the equipment. That way, we can take control of timesensitive and critical factors that influence the production process.

Significance of enterprise-level software
Paperless production management involves the use of cloudbased electronic software for storing information. Supervisors as
well as workers can enter and analyse the data in such applications.
ERP is one such software. In ERP, businesses can record and
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When information is saved in
electronic documents, it ensures
easy mobility and access to it
from any part of the world

manage information related to their production processes. With
the help of such advanced applications, production managers can
re-engineer and improve their procedures. The goal is to increase
the efficiency of the processes and decrease idle time. Project or
department leaders can share valuable information with and
explain need for changes to all the people working in their team
interactively and quickly.
Most importantly, ERP can be used to maintain the quality
of the items being manufactured. By constantly updating the
standard operating procedures and sharing them with all the
workers in the production line through a shared platform, one
can ensure that we always get the same quality of the product.
Furthermore, with the help of digital applications, once can
even ensure better traceability of each article being made in
the factory. Software plays a huge role in quick and convenient
reporting and resolution of safety issues. One can simply
notify the management of safety incidents or probable hazards
from any place on the shopfloor by just filling out an e-form.
Material Requirements Planning (MRP) is another software
used in manufacturing facilities for planning production
processes. Specifically speaking, MRP is an inventory control
system. By making all the manufacturing procedures a lot more
transparent and understanding the actual requirement of tools,
supplies, and machinery components, one can run your factory
with much less inventory.
To summarise the present situation of the use of electronic
software like ERP and MRP in production facilities, we can say
that they are imperative in the following:
- Improving and maintaining product quality
- Reducing operational costs
- Improving workforce output
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- Improving machinery efficiency
- Eliminating workplace injuries
- Increasing the visibility of production processes

How to ensure paperless production?
To ensure paperless production, following are the steps
with which software-based manufacturing management
systems help in creating high-performing, safe and systematic
production procedures.
1. ERP software will generate an order for the shop floor.
Let’s say that the order ID is SO689 to manufacture
item ABC in ‘n’ quantity. The order has a certain due
date. This order will automatically trigger the MES
software to make an entry to schedule the job. So, the
factory scheduler personnel do not have to physically
take a printout of the order and run it to the supervisors
to schedule the timings for preparing this order.
2. The machine operator at the production level will get
the electronic form of operation document. The
document will contain references to each step and part.
Therefore, the factory scheduler does not need to
prepare the job packet manually.
3. The software systems will also monitor the progress of
the job. Shop floor operators are sent notifications to
start the job at a certain work centre. Hence, there is no
need for a human workforce to take regular rounds of
the shop floor and track the operations.
4. The end of a certain job is automatically recorded in the
ERP. Also, the software reviews the process to ensure
that everything has happened as per the plan. ☐
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The right choice for Swiss machining
The case study talks about how Oregon’s Pacific Swiss relies on ESPRIT to supply
precision-machined parts to worldwide customers, leading to impressive results, from the
most complex parts not taking more than a day to programme to enhanced productivity.
Pacific Swiss & Manufacturing is an all-Swiss machining
job shop, in business since 1995 in the Portland, Oregon
suburb of Clackamas. With its nine citizen Swiss turning
centres, the company provides specialised micro/miniature
and Swiss-turned manufacturing services to a diverse customer
base that includes the medical, dental, aerospace, and motion
& flow control industries. “We work with a variety of different
industries,” says Scott Durkee, CNC programmer, Pacific
Swiss for the past year, “We go after anything our machines
can make; we are very diverse in our offering.”

were followed by multi-day set-ups and on-machine program
verification. He continues, “We used to probably take a three-day
setup, wheeling through the program to check it. Mistakes, like a
misplaced decimal point or negative sign, would crash the
machine, and we’d have to order a new tool or fix the machine.”
Even with the formidable talent that the Pacific Swiss team brings
to the table, the potential complexity of 7-axis Swiss machining
(Citizen L32) & the shortcomings of basic programming tools
meant that the shop had to occasionally turn away lucrative work
that they deemed too complex to program by hand.

Bottlenecks and missed opportunities

Pacific Swiss meets ESPRIT

Prior to adopting ESPRIT, Pacific Swiss did most of their
programming by hand. They occasionally used a basic CNC
editor that came with their machines, but it was not much
help, offering only minimal calculations and a cumbersome
cut-and-paste program generation process. “Lots of penand-paper calculations,” says Kevin Wilhite, Quality
Engineer, Pacific Swiss, “It was gruelling, to say the least—
very much trial and error a lot of the time.”
“Programming was a bottleneck; machines were waiting for
programs,” agrees Durkee. Week-long programming sessions

When the time came to choose a CAM system to enhance
the shop’s capabilities, it quickly became clear that ESPRIT
was the right choice, with its best-in-class support for Swiss
turning centres, turn-key post processors, and renowned
customer support. Wilhite notes that other CAM systems they
looked at lacked Swiss programming and specific postsolutions; some had lacklustre NC code output or an
uninspiring UI. Additionally, Durkee’s great experience with
ESPRIT at a previous shop gave him tremendous confidence
that it is the right choice for Pacific Swiss.
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“I like using ESPRIT,” Durkee says, “It’s pretty easy to use.
One of the things I really like is the consistency of the GUI.
Other programming software I’ve used would constantly change
icons, menu locations, and buttons. ESPRIT has kept the
interface pretty solid. With each new version, there are a lot of
upgrades in functionality and post-processor enhancements.”

Programming: From one week to one day
With ESPRIT on board, Pacific Swiss quickly saw impressive
results. First, that the formerly three-day-to-week-long
programming sessions are now usually finished in a day. “Even
the most complex parts now don’t take more than a day to
program. Sometimes I run into something I’ve never seen
before, and it might take me a little while longer to figure
something out, but most of that is figuring out what tool and
operation to use,” shares Durkee.

Machine setup time: Three days to one day
For a compact and complex machine like the Swiss-type
CNC lathes with multiple turrets and dual spindles, every
movement has to be extremely precise to increase productivity
and avoid disasters. ESPRIT’s digital twin simulation has
provided significant savings in time and tooling and edit-free
NC code has contributed greatly to the enhanced productivity.
“Having a solid post processor has eliminated a lot of those
programming errors,” notes Durkee, “If it works on the
computer, it works on the machine.”
“The confidence level coming from programming to the
shop floor is much, much higher with ESPRIT,” adds Wilhite,
“It makes my life easier in quality control. In that, I don’t have
to turn away a part as often because of a quality issue. It also
makes people nicer to me,” he says with a laugh.

Machine cycle time: Hundreds
of hours saved for one job
ESPRIT has enhanced productivity and part quality at Pacific
Swiss, with complex wrap milling, automatic chamfering cycles
that eliminate secondary deburring operations, and optimised
spindle usage. It allows Pacific Swiss to squeeze every bit of
performance out of their already high-performing machines.
Durkee states that balancing spindle usage in legacy
applications has been particularly effective: “On an average, we
can reduce the cycle time by 20% on legacy programs. One part
that we do in relatively large volume, 30,000 pieces a year, after
programming with ESPRIT, I was able to get the cycle time from
three minutes down to two minutes. That’s 30,000 minutes (500
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hours) of machine time saved!”
“I have ESPRIT templates built for different machines that
already have the syncs in place,” he continues, “It’s really easy to
get a new part in, put the operations where I need them, and have
everything work simultaneously without crashes.”

World-class technical support
Wilhite and Durkee also have high praise for the world-class
support they receive from their machine tool dealer and ESPRIT
product support. “We like the support out of Spinetti Machinery,
and we like the consistency & familiarity among Citizen
machines,” says Scott, “And I really like the support we get from
ESPRIT. Whenever we have a problem or a question, ESPRIT is
very quick to respond with an answer to the question.”

More opportunities, more business
With ESPRIT doing the heavy lifting, both Wilhite and
Durkee note that the company’s prospects have widened
considerably, not only in taking on more complex work, but
also with new capability for planning and quoting jobs
accurately. “As the complexity goes up, and if I’m not sure
how long it will take to machine a specific feature, I’ll build a
quick program with that feature and then estimate the time
based on what ESPRIT says,” relates Durkee.

Present and future growth
All of this adds up to increased business and impressive
success. “So far, sales are up 10% over last year. We’re projected to
do a lot better this year than our prior year without ESPRIT,” says
Wilhite. And as for the current challenges presented by
COVID-19, he is undaunted. “Business wise, it has presented
some opportunities. We’ve made some ventilator parts,” he says,
“We have had some aerospace customers push back, but it’s
nothing that we weren’t prepared for.”
“And we’re still mega busy,” adds Durkee, “We’ve added a lot
of additional customers in various industries.”
Looking into the future, Wilhite and Durkee see ESPRIT as
instrumental in their future growth, not only in complexity of
work but also in equipment, as their shop and capabilities
continue to expand. “With ESPRIT, the transition to machines
that have a programmable B-axis will be very easy, which could
potentially open us to more business opportunities” Scott asserts,
“The ease of programming with ESPRIT in Swiss machining gives
us the competitive advantages of better product quality, reduced
machining costs & improved machinability on complex parts.” ☐
Courtesy: ESPRIT by Hexagon’s Manufacturing Intelligence division
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Solution ready software to
improve operational flow
Using NX helped Aeramic create faster manufacturing turnaround times and prevent
valuable data loss while transferring data during production. Overall, company productivity
has increased by a staggering 50%.
With an aim to create a one-stop solution for machining
and surface treatments, a single software solution- ‘NX™
software’ which is a part of Seimens Xcelerator portfolio was
adopted by Aeramic to facilitate more than one stages of
production along with transparent development process to all
departments simultaneously. This helped the company to
collaborate various production teams effectively by reducing
time spent on design validation.

End-to-end production process
requires a specialised solution

The software solutions Aeramic was using prior to Siemens’
solutions could only be used by one person at a time, with no
options for modelling or drafting. This led to delays in product
development, engineering, and manufacturing.
Using the previous software solution often delayed the
import and export of computer- aided design (CAD) parts, as
the software failed to meet the baseline set of functionalities.
Aeramic’s data storage was also problematic. The solution they
were using was inefficient; therefore they resorted to creating
hard copies of their records. Ultimately, they deemed the
software solution unreliable for product development, which
became increasingly costly for customers.

Aeramic provides an end-to-end solution for
manufacturing precision components for the aerospace and Training and implementing NX
defence industries. They could not benefit from crucial crossAeramic enlisted Siemens partner, 3D Engineering
departmental collaboration because each department relied
on different software solutions to facilitate their workflow. Automation LLP (3D Engineering), to help them use NX™
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NX software

software and provide technical support and information. NX is
part of the Xcelerator portfolio, the comprehensive and
integrated portfolio of software and services from Siemens
Digital Industries Software. Aeramic was interested in using
NX in their product development process to improve
operational flows between multistage processes.
Aeramic wanted to use NX for various product design,
development, and manufacturing tasks, such as 3D modelling,
drafting, assembly, numerical control (NC) programming, and
computer numerical control (CNC) simulation.

Benefits at every stage of production
“Using NX improved productivity across all stages of the
production process, from modelling & assembly to manufacturing
and process documentation. Thanks to the boost in the efficiency
of their product design, production, and manufacturing, Aeramic
is hoping to continue using Siemens solution," says Uday
Satheesh, Director, Aeramic Aerospace (India).
To assist with the onboarding process, 3D engineering
provided webinars covering modelling, drafting, and assembly
training so Aeramic engineers were proficient in using the
software for each part of the design, development, and
manufacturing process. The partner also offered maintenance
and technical support for any difficulties that arose while
engineers used NX. Using NX created various benefits for the
Aeramic team. Using a single software solution to facilitate
multiple stages of production increased the transparency of
the development process, with visibility and access accorded
to all departments simultaneously. This enabled the different
production teams to collaborate more easily and effectively by
reducing the time spent on design validation.
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Using NX reduced setup and cycle time and improved
product quality. Subsequently, manufacturing data is more
accurate and the team can gather data faster than before, as
they no longer have to transfer information between numerous
software solutions at each stage.
Aeramic can now develop and modify post-processors in the
post-build section of NX. They can also acquire suitable NC
programs for their CNC machines to meet their requirements as
well as comply with standardised aerospace documentation.
Using NX has allowed Aeramic to export manufacturing data
into setup sheets, automating the process of inputting the cutting
tool specifications during manufacturing.

Simplifying data transfer methods
Leveraging NX features and participating in 3D engineering
training seminars helped Aeramic fulfil multiple departmental
requirements. Using NX helped them integrate overall
functionally rather than using piecemeal information technology
(IT) solutions for each step of the workflow.
Engineers no longer have to upload and transfer data from
one software program to the next for each successive stage of the
production and manufacturing processes. Using NX helped
Aeramic create faster manufacturing turnaround times and
prevent valuable data loss while transferring data during
production. Overall, company productivity has increased by a
staggering 50%. By leveraging NX, the Aeramic team could make
the move from 3-axis to 4-axis machining. Adopting a 4-axis CNC
machining process provides quick, efficient work & precise results
as it is operated along the x, y, z and a axis. They have accomplished
this by using NX to analyse the corresponding data. ☐
Courtesy: Siemens Digital Industries Software
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Indian manufacturing: Today and tomorrow
As human civilisation moves faster towards further milestones in development, the
very concept of development itself seems to change. While the wheel of the economy
essentially drives development and vice versa, societies too have
undergone a massive transformation. The article traces down
Dr Ravindra Utgikar,
evolution of the manufacturing industry and talks about the
Vice President –
Corporate Marketing &
Strategy, Praj Industries
next revolution in the manufacturing era.
Just as Industry 4.0 is a culmination of industrial evolution,
even society has also experienced evolution. Earlier phases in the
evolution of society were – the hunting era, the farming era, the
industrial era and the information era.
Studies have established a confluence in the evolution of
society and industry. We, therefore, should look at them together
and not in isolation. The manufacturing sector is regarded as the
backbone of both social and economic development. The
manufacturing industry in India, today stands at the cusp of
unprecedented global opportunities. It must walk a tightrope
between leveraging those opportunities and not letting them
adversely affect society and the environment in any way.
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The emergence of manufacturing
Being one of the most flourished civilisations around the
Indus valley, India has been an agrarian economy for centuries.
It is no surprise that agriculture constitutes a significant share
of India’s GDP even today. Agriculture and industry have
been two strong pillars of the deep-rooted economy worldwide.
We are now witnessing the service sector make strong inroads
into economic growth. Although the industrial revolution
around the world started in the 18th century, it was only postindependence that things started rolling for India.
Initially, industrialisation in India was mainly focused on
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manufacturing finished products from the raw materials
provided by the agriculture sector. The manufacturing sector
has contributed immensely to modernisation of the farming
and agri-processing industries. Subsequently, it has spread
wings in tertiary sectors and much beyond in secondary areas.
In the process, it has helped minimise dependency on
agricultural income by creating jobs and entrepreneurship.
However, things have moved ahead rapidly since liberalisation
and the emergence of the computer age.
In seven decades of the Indian economy post-independence,
the manufacturing sector has emerged as a significant
contributor to India’s GDP. India today has a huge
manufacturing set-up across the industry segments, both in the
public and private sectors. A vibrant MSME sector feeds these
giant manufacturers. Technology capabilities in enhancing
productivity, a highly skilled workforce, and a relentless focus
on quality have helped keep the sector on strong footing.
Thus, the manufacturing ecosystem in India is resilient
and often regarded as a powerhouse of employment generators.
It is an important cog in the wheel of India’s growth wheel.
However, in recent times, share of manufacturing in India’s
GDP has not grown and has somewhat contracted for several
reasons, both internal as well as external.

India as a global manufacturing hub
As per the famous proverb, ‘Every dark cloud has a silver
lining,’ and the post-pandemic scenario has presented one such
opportunity to the manufacturing sector. There are conscious
and concerted efforts by major economies to reduce their
dependency on China, regarded as the factory of the globe. As a
result, the China + 1 strategy for outsourced manufacturing is
being actively pursued by several global MNCs.
India, with its stable democracy, higher demographic
dividend and technical capabilities, has emerged as a frontrunner among low-cost countries. Seizing this opportunity Govt.
of India has proactively launched a series of programs to give
thrust to the manufacturing sector. ‘Make in India’ and
Production Lined Incentive (PLI) are just two flagship
programmes that are creating a buzz in the sector. As many as 13
high-potential sectors, including automobiles, renewable energy,
pharma, electronics, and telecom, among others are identified to
boost India’s manufacturing prowess and make them an integral
part of global supply chains.
The world economy is engulfed by inflation because of
geopolitical dynamics, namely the prolonged Russia-Ukraine
war. The energy and food crisis is deepening, and experts are
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predicting an economic slowdown. Against this backdrop, India
continues to be the fastest-growing economy in the G20, thanks
to a robust domestic market. Given the downturn in the Chinese
economy, India is presented with an unprecedented opportunity
to become a global manufacturing powerhouse.

Energy and environment considerations
Energy is the driving force for the industrial and economic
growth of any nation. Although it is gradually changing, fossil
resources continue to dominate the energy landscape in India.
Energy transitions have emerged as one of the most promising
strategies in the fight against climate change. Following the COP
26 climate change summit held in Glasgow last year, an increasing
number of nations are joining the ‘Race to Zero’ campaign
towards carbon neutrality. Indian and global conglomerates are
not left far behind in pronouncing the Net Zero target.
The manufacturing industry is one of the largest consumers
of energy and a GHG emitter. There is a dire need to de-carbonise
the sector as sustainable climate action. The supercritical role of
a sustained supply of efficient, affordable, and eco-friendly
energy in manufacturing need not be emphasised.

Bio-economy and manufacturing
Adopting a bio-economy is critical for the manufacturing
sector to join the fight against climate change. Bio-economy is
knowledge-based production and use of biological resources
to provide products, processes, and services in all economic
sectors. Biofuels, such as bioethanol and compressed biogas
(CBG), have emerged as sustainable sources of low-carbon
fuel for the manufacturing sector. Renewable chemicals and
materials derived from carbohydrate resources are being
explored as a sustainable alternative to conventional chemicals
and materials derived from hydrocarbons. Harnessing biochemicals facilitates carbon recycling with no or minimal
addition of new carbon in the atmosphere.
This is helping the manufacturing sector in curb carbon
footprints and decarbonise emissions. Praj Industries,
headquartered in Pune, is a key player in accelerating climate
action through energy transition in the global bio-economy.
Praj provides innovative solutions for producing biofuel by
deploying the Bio-MobilityTM technology platform for
surface, air, and marine transportation. Praj’s Bio-PrismTM
portfolio of technology solutions to produce renewable
chemicals and materials are fast developing as an eco-friendly
and sustainable alternative.
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Industrial revolution journey

ESG imperatives
With the changing times, stakeholders are evaluating
businesses not just on financial performance but the overall
impact they have on the environment and social aspects.
Environmental, social and governance (ESG) are lenses through
which stakeholders, especially the financial community are
assessed organisations. The manufacturing sector has a strong
imprint on all three aspects – environment, society, and
governance. Being ESG compliant is not an option anymore, but
an obligation for the entire manufacturing sector.
By harnessing cleaner greener energy, optimising energy,
utilities, water and carbon footprint manufacturing industries
can minimise the impact on the environment. By creating
employment at the bottom of the pyramid and engaging in causes
to uplift the overall standard of living in society manufacturing
sector can demonstrate strong commitment. Complying with the
statutory government norms with a transparent business
reporting industry can portray good governance. Thus,
responsible manufacturing sector must comply with ESG norms
to be in contention for the global supply chain.

Industry 5.0 and manufacturing
All previous industrial revolutions have greatly contributed
to global GDP growth, improving the standard of living, and
reducing the mortality rate around the world. However, this has
all been achieved at an expense of irrevocable damage to planet
earth with a huge compromise on the environment and
biodiversity. It has resulted in the loss of human jobs to
machines and adversely impacted society with growing physical
and mental health issues. Industry 4.0 was conceived in 2011,
and even before its capabilities are leveraged to the fullest, we
are ushering in the next revolution. Industry 5.0 aims to
overcome the drawbacks of earlier revolutions in terms of their
evil impacts on the environment and society.
Industry 5.0 will bring the next generation of innovation in
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productivity and quality with the coexistence of cobots
(collaborative robots) and humans. The Industrial 5.0 enhanced
version is the next frontier that envisages cobots performing
tactical work and transformational work by humans. Integrating
the bio-economy would be vital to minimising ill effects on the
environment. With this vision, the enhanced version of Industry
5.0 aims to strike a fine balance in people-plant-profit.

Project and process industry perspectives
Organised manufacturing sectors involving, e.g., automobiles,
and pharmaceuticals, are early adopters of Industry 4.0 in their
assembly line production set-up. However, discrete manufacturing
sectors, especially those in the project and process industries have
their own set of challenges in harnessing digital advances and are
somewhat lagging in this regard. Travel impositions and disrupted
supply chains came as big learning for the manufacturing industry
as a whole and especially for project businesses. This triggered the
need for remote operations and the commissioning of plants.
Thus, the power of information technology and digital
advancements, e.g., IoT, data analytics, was put to good use in
ensuring the smooth functioning of process plants located in
distant places.

Case study
Praj Industries, a provider of technology-embedded EPC
solutions in the industrial biotech space for the process
industry, has effectively put to use digital technology. Praj’s
indigenously developed digital tool, i.e., ‘Remote Bridge’ was
deployed for the commissioning of domestic as well as
international projects during the pandemic. This ensured that
essential sectors continued to function in an uninterrupted
mode notwithstanding external challenges. This case study is a
testament that the discrete manufacturing sector associated
with project engineering; capital goods is gearing up fast to
leverage the power of the Industry 4.0 revolution. ☐
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Data protection
and cybersecurity
in one solution
The case study describes how Tata Steel
Downstream Products, modernises its backup
infrastructure with Acronis Cyber Protect. Doing
so increased protected workloads by 50x and
improved RTO and RPO from five and seven days,
respectively, to 4-6 hours and one day or less.
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Key challenge: Larger RPOs
Tata Steel Downstream Products(TSDPL) is a 100%
subsidiary of Tata Steel, which is part of the Tata Group.
TSDPL was created to bring steel service centre solutions to
industrial customers and is the first organised steel service
centre capable of high tensile steel processing in India.
The company has 10 large processing units, 14 sales and
distribution locations throughout the country, along with a
very large partner ecosystem of external processing agencies
and suppliers. Despite a sophisticated IT infrastructure
designed to support its nationwide supply chain, TSDPL was
operating with an antiquated approach to backup. Users were
performing manual backups and saving files in shared folders
or external hard drives. In the event of a workstation failure or
data loss incident, as users did not do regularly scheduled
backups, RPO averaged seven days.
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TSDPL’s existing, manual approach to backup was resulting
in a very large RPO and potential data loss, and this problem
was exacerbated with the shift to work-from-home due to the
pandemic. The company had multiple approaches and tools for
protecting different workloads, and none of it was in the cloud.
This meant that restorations required support engineers to
resolve issues onsite, and this was significantly compromised
with work-from-home requirements, threatening overall
performance and productivity if employees were unable to
work for days or weeks at a time.
Some of the challenges faced by TSDL are as follows:
• Manual processes
• Very long RTO and RPO
• Dependency on employee compliance
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Modernised backup
infrastructure

Key resources:
• Cloud-based
• Automation and control
• Secure data centre
Protected resources:
• 500+ workloads protected every day
Key benefits:
• 50x improvement in protected workloads
• Significant improvement in RTO and RPO
• Removed employee dependencies

The solution
With support for more than 20 virtual, physical, and cloud
platforms, and a hybrid of on-premises and cloud backup and
recovery capabilities, TSDPL determined that Acronis Cyber
Protect Cloud – which integrates data protection and
cybersecurity in one solution – was their ideal solution.
Delivered by a local MSP partner, HRM Technologies, a single
portal gave TSDPL the ability to protect, patch, and recover
individual files, application data, Microsoft 365 mailboxes, or
entire virtual platforms. Moreover, Acronis Cyber Protect
Cloud provides the flexibility that lets TSDPL restore
workstations to similar or dissimilar hardware while managing
data from a centralised location.
TSDPL evaluated Commvault and Veeam but decided to
go with Acronis because of its fully integrated cloud backup
and extensible platform for other solutions like disaster
recovery and cybersecurity. Time to market also played a
major factor, as the company needed to rapidly roll out a
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solution. Additionally, Acronis had a data centre in India,
which complied with all local regulations on data residency
and had all the necessary cybersecurity certifications.

How did Acronis help TSDPL?
Acronis met all TSDPL’s requirements, and the operational
gains have been quite significant. Prior to Acronis,
approximately 10 backups were performed per day consisting
of about 10-20 workloads. With Acronis, this number jumped
50x to 500 backups being done daily with easily as many
workloads. Moreover, RTO and RPO metrics were dramatically
improved. Before Acronis, RTO was up to five days and RPO
was seven days, sometimes weeks. After Acronis, RTO was 4-6
hours and RPO was one day or less.
According to Rajesh Kumar, Chief Information Officer,
Acronis, “Acronis squarely addressed our most popular use
case when a user accidentally deleted some data. They also
help us administrate Microsoft 365 by archiving data from
employees that have left the company. We were very excited
that this was cloud-to-cloud and didn’t require any other
operational infrastructure.”
Kumar continued, “With Acronis, we are controlling
important data and are no longer dependent on our users. By
storing it in a certified and secure data centre in India, we are
confident that the data will not be lost in any case. Additionally,
the compression is good, and we save time and money on
downloading and uploading data. With the Acronis platform
in place and the success we have already seen, we are now
looking at rolling out the advanced security and advanced
disaster recovery solutions.” ☐
Courtesy: Acronis
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Innovative solutions driving the
mechanical engineering sector
The annual flagship event of VDMA witnesses’ participation of over 320 participants from 21
cities of India and Germany. Event showcased line-up of presentations, speeches, awards and
discussions as partners, participating companies and delegates together make this event a
grand success.
The 11th VDMA Mechanical Engineering Summit, the Indo-German relations
annual flagship event of VDMA India, was held on September
The address of Nath was followed by the chief guests’ address
16, 2022, at The Ritz Carlton, Pune. The summit commenced
with the lighting of the lamp by honourable guests along with on ‘Indo-German Relations: Prospective Business Synergies &
Rajesh Nath, Managing Director, VDMA India. He spoke Government Support’ by Achim Fabig, Consul General, Consulate
about how Ukraine-Russia conflict has affected the global General of the Federal Republic of Germany, Mumbai.
supply chains and created major economic downturns in
countries around the world. Further, he explained that Maharashtra: The industrial hub of India
through the economics uncertainty created by global inflation,
This was followed by a special address by Dr P Anbalagan, IAS,
Ukraine-Russia conflict & the COVID pandemic, the Indian
economy has not only remained stable but has developed in CEO, Maharashtra Industrial Development Corporation, on
‘Maharashtra: The Industrial Hub of India’. The main area of
contrast to other countries.
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Release of Summit Special

focus of Dr Anbalagan was on Maharashtra being an industrial is recovering from years of unprecedented difficulties.
The knowledge paper by BDB India titled ‘Logistics,
hub and how it is the top state for investment and for companies
to set up production and operate with ease. Through his Warehousing and Material Handling industry highlighting supply
presentation he highlighted how and more importantly why, chain features’ was released during the inaugural session.
This was followed by a talk by Rahul Bhandurge, Vice
Maharashtra is one of India’s successful and thriving state for
companies to operate, new business to flourish and a magnet for President – Business Development, BDB India, on the
contents of the knowledge paper and also emphasising the
investment to flow in.
growth in Indian storage and logistics as an industry especially
in the last decade as a direct result of the boom in e-commerce
Summit special issue released
and online retail marketing in India. While presenting in the
On this occasion, the Summit Special issue was released by the technical session, Archita Sarkar, Associate Partner, Team
dignitaries on the stage during the inaugural session. This issue Lead Bangalore and Gaurav Jain, Senior Associate, Team
provided details on the partners at the summit.
Lead Bangalore, Roedl & Partner Consulting on ‘Be ready
The special address was by the guest of honour, Rajesh Khatri, before the Whistle blows’, covered the Whistleblower
Vice President Operations, Passenger Vehicles, Tata Motors on Protection Act of 2014 which was implemented after the (in)
‘Changing Ecosystem in Automotive Industry in India’. Khatri famous case of Shanmughan Manjunath, the Indian Oil
spoke on the automotive industry in India. India ranks first in Corporation officer, was murdered after he sealed a petrol
tractor production, two and three-wheeler production and second pump selling adulterated fuel.
in bus production. He explained how the global market for
The next presentation was made by Ambrin, Vice President,
automotive vehicles are poised to grow at an astounding rate of Economic Analysis and Policy, Guidance Tamil Nadu on
5% CAGR and that the Indian automotive sector has an annual ‘Manufacturing Ecosystem and Investment Potential in Tamil
turnover of ₹7.5 lakh crores which accounts for 7.1% of the GDP Nadu’. Ambrin spoke about Tamil Nadu as a key state in the
and employs 35 million people and 4.7% share of exports. Further Indian manufacturing sector. The last presentation in this
he is optimistic that the EV penetration in India can go up to 25- session was made by Nikhil Kulkarni, Head, Automation &
30% by 2030.
Industry 4.0, Siemens Advanta Development, Siemens
Technology & Services on ‘Industry 4.0 Technologies Driving
Future of Manufacturing’. Kulkarni emphasised on the
Current challenges
importance of Industry 4.0 and the digitalisation of the entire
Oliver Wack, Director (India and East Asia), VDMA Foreign manufacturing process onto the virtual software. The second
Trade, Germany addresses on ‘Impact of disruptive development half of the summit kicked off with Nath joining Maier +
on Europe and the global economy’ gave an in-depth overview of Vidorno Altios in releasing their report on ‘Great Resignation
the current challenges facing the global market and how the world within Engineering Sector: how to hire right’.
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Thereafter, Deepmala Dutta, HR Consultant for Maier +
Vidorno came up with an in-depth explication on the above report.

Evolution of manufacturing

EVENT

Green manufacturing
‘Green Manufacturing’ or sustainable industrial activity is
now the need of the hour and no more an empty slogan. As per
Bhatia, Green manufacturing involves transformation of
industrial operations in three ways: (1) using Green energy, (2)
developing and selling Green products and (3) employing
Green processes in business operations.
Maier stated that successful implementation of Green
manufacturing requires going beyond small standalone
initiatives and adopting an integrated three–step framework:
(a) planning for Green as a core part of business strategy, (b)
executing Green initiatives across the value chain by shifting
towards Green energy, Green products and Green processes
and (c) communicating and promoting Green initiatives and
their benefits to all stakeholders.
Nath concluded that Green manufacturing in India is at the
take–off stage. While there has been significant policy
development and adoption by the manufacturing industry in
the area of Green energy, there is substantial scope on both the
policy front and its adoption in the areas of Green products
and Green processes. The panel discussion concluded with the
customary ‘Rapid Fire Round’ followed by two start-up pitches
by – Cheesecake Energy and ProGlove.

The Technical Session II focusing on the ‘Manufacturing
Evolving into the New Age’ where companies like Carl Zeiss,
Festo and Schaeffler opened a new perspective on how
manufacturing has evolved. The first presentation was given
by Aveen Padmaprabha, Business Head, Industrial Quality
Solution and Manoj Sundaram, Head – Business Development
from Carl Zeiss.
The presentation covered the semiconductor manufacturing
technology which is the cornerstone of integrated chips that
enable objects and systems to communicate with each other.
The next presentation was from Ashwin Vanikar, Head of
Application Engineering & Business Region-India from Festo
India who spoke about ‘Automation – A Disruptive Role in
Transforming the World of Manufacturing’.
The last speaker of the session, S R Puttalingaiah, Head
Life Time Solutions, Schaeffler India upon ‘Transitioning
from preventive maintenance to predictive maintenance’.
Nath then kicked-off the panel discussion on ‘Green
Manufacturing - The Way Forward for India’.
The esteemed panellists were, Anshum Jain, Chief
Operating Officer, Daimler India Commercial Vehicles; Excellence awards
Vyankatesh, Kulkarni, Executive Director-Operations,
The awards were for two categories – Work Condition &
Mercedes Benz India; Vivek Bhatia, Managing Director &
CEO, Thyssenkrupp Industries; and Klaus Maier, Managing Work Safety and Energy Efficiency & Conservation with
Director, Voith Turbo. Jain was of the opinion that Green maximum of two companies against each category, were
Manufacturing is an approach to evaluating and improving awarded out of the total of 38 nominations received for both
the manufacturing process. It is based on lean manufacturing the categories.
The winners in the Energy Efficiency and Conservation
principles and provides a dynamic, proven and successful
Award for the Large Category were Continental Automotive
approach to going green.
Components and LAPP India as the runner-up. In the Medium
category the winner was Micro Precision Products – A WIKA
Bigger role of manufacturing
co and runners-up was Bucher Hydraulics.
The Government of India would like the manufacturing
In the Work Condition and Work Safety Award the winner
sector to play a bigger role in the country’s economy. The in the Large Category was Freudenberg-NOK and there were
Ministry of Commerce and Industry, in its discussion paper on two runners-up, one was Emerson Automation Solutions-Fluid
the growth strategy for manufacturing, has set a target to Control & Pneumatics and the other being Krohne Marshall.
increase the sector’s contribution to the GDP to 25%, from the Under the Medium category the winner was Micro Precision
current level of about 16%. While this growth is necessary, the Products – A WIKA Co and the runner-up was R STAHL. ☐
Courtesy: VDMA
country’s environmental concerns need to be mitigated.
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EV battery emergency venting valve

Hard-coated brake discs

Eaton has introduced battery vent valves which are designed to enable rapid
overpressure release in an electric vehicle battery pack. Battery packs are
becoming
progressively
more
powerful and create more heat.
OEMs are designing new safety
systems to ease the impact of
thermal events. A battery pack
thermal runaway situation can occur
when individual cells inside the unit
fail through physical impact or short
Battery vent valves
circuits. Eaton’s single-stage battery
vent valve can be precisely and
flexibly designed to meet specific opening pressures and optimise venting.
The valve’s proven resealing technology allows Eaton’s customers to specify
very low opening pressures and 100% functional testing in comparison with
conventional burst-valve technology commonly used in the market today.
Eaton's battery vent valve features an easily assembled quick-connect
technology, reducing complexity for battery pack manufacturers while
ensuring a robust connection that stays in place. Our quick-connect feature
was developed based on proven technologies from our more than 30 years
of experience in safety-critical fuel emissions venting.

JUNKER recently offered JUDISC machine, which is a brake disc coating and
grinding innovation, that allows optimum friction pairing and reduced particulate
emissions. During the grinding process,
the brake disc is simultaneously ground
on its parallel sides by two opposing
grinding wheels. This state-of-the-art
manufacturing process achieves perfect
flatness and precise axial runout, and
the coating thickness deviation is
JUDISC
significantly reduced. The shortest
cycle time compared to competitive
processes; optimal turnkey solution for coating and grinding; highly productive
grinding process; benchmark tooling costs per brake disk; exact parallelism
and axial runout; minimum thickness deviation (DTV); lowest media consumption
costs compared to competitive processes; reduced heat due to innovative
grinding process leads to minimal distortion; and closed loop between, coating
system and grinding process are some of its key features. The new machine
has a grinding wheel diameter of 500 mm with a width of 90 mm, while the
X-axis travel is 200 mm and Z-axis travel is 650 mm. Similarly, the friction
lining outer diameter ranges between 220 mm to 500 mm. the total width of the
disc brake is maximum 150 mm with a maximum weight of 30 kg.

Eaton India | Chennai
Email: mtlindiasales@eaton.com | Tel: +91-44-4450 1500

Antimicrobial technology for water-based coatings

LapisShield™

Microban International recently launched LapisShield™, a novel, nonheavy-metal technology designed to seamlessly integrate antimicrobial
functionality into any water-based coating formulation. This broadspectrum antimicrobial technology is proven to inhibit bacterial growth by
up to 99.99% and prevent the growth of mould and mildew, helping to
protect treated surfaces from various sources of microbial degradation.
This ground-breaking technology is compatible with thin coating systems
and offers enhanced UV stability, limiting impacts on the optical properties
of water-based coatings, and making them ideal for transparent glass or
plastic applications. The stability and clarity of LapisShield allows it to be
easily integrated with a wide variety of coatings systems, including antifingerprint and anti-smudge formulations, and applications requiring
optically clear performance.
Microban International | United States
Email: demetra.bernard@microban.com| Tel: +1-704-409 1687
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Erwin Junker Maschinenfabrik GmbH | Pune
Email: sanika.ingale@junker.in | Tel: +91-20-25533896

Geared motor
NORD DRIVESYSTEMS recently presented its IE5+ synchronous motor,
which uses the permanent magnet synchronous motor technology
(PMSM) to achieve an efficiency of
up to 95%, and this is relatively
constant over a wide speed and
torque range. Accordingly, the IE5+
also provides optimal energy
consumption performance in partial
load and partial speed ranges and
IE5plus-synchronous-motor
even tops the highest defined
energy efficiency class, IE5. The
IE5+ synchronous motor is also part of the DuoDrive geared motor,
which has been integrated into a single-stage helical gear unit. The
geared motor achieves up to 92% efficiency when calculated using the
system, making it one of the most efficient on the market in this power
class. The fewer interfaces, the higher the system efficiency. Integration
into the gear unit housing also reduces the installation space and makes
several wear-prone parts obsolete, reducing the maintenance effort at
the same time. Both the NORDAC PRO control cabinet inverter and the
decentralised NORDAC ON/ON+ inverter has an integrated multi-protocol
Ethernet interface and a powerful PLC for functions close to the drive.
Nord Drivesystems | Pune
Email: india@nord.com | Tel: +91 20 39801200
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Autoclavable controller for sensorless drive

Mobile hose-cutting machine

Portescap recently launched the CNT2440, an autoclavable controller
capable of surviving up to 1,000 sterilisation cycles. This new controller
has a rated voltage of up to 24V and a rated current of up to 40 amps,
providing a power rating of 960 watts.
The CNT2440 is the latest in the motion
solutions portfolio to leverage the
company’s deep-seated knowledge of
autoclavable design and will fill the
need for sterilizable controller options
in the surgical market. This controller
features a sensorless drive, resulting in CNT2440
lower installation complexity and
improved system reliability. The controller is fully compatible with the
brushless DC slotted and brushless DC slotless range of sterilizable
motors, providing flexibility for customers to select from a range of
motion technologies based on exact application needs. It can also be
programmed based on a specific application’s requirements, including
travel range, braking requirements, and trigger features. The new
controller is ideal for those seeking a one-of-a-kind sterilizable motor and
sterilizable controller package, being especially well-suited to drive
battery-powered surgical hand tools.

Uniflex recently launched two new machines for cutting industrial
hoses. The models, named EMI 150 and EMI 200, are available for
cutting hoses up to 6" (EMI 150)
and up to 8" (EMI 200) in diameter,
respectively. With their compact
dimensions of 1,140 x 1,000 mm
(44.9" x 40") and 1,620 x 1,070
mm (63.77" x 42.1") and their
robust design, they can be used in
both small and large production
workshops. The machines are
equipped with casters, making
them mobile. As with all its cutting
machines, UNIFLEX uses a special EMI 150 and EMI 200
cutting motor with a larger shaft
than conventional motors, double bearings, and high torque in the EMI
150 and EMI 200. The design of the motors allows the blade to be
installed close to the bearings. This reduces vibration, cutting waste,
and energy consumption while improving cutting quality, cutting time,
and blade life. All machines are CE-compliant with a brake to reduce
the risk of accidents.

Portescap | Mumbai
Email: sales.india@portescap.com | Tel: +91-22-4200 4165

UNIFLEX Hose Assembly Machines India | Gurugram
Email: dinesh.kumar@uniflex.de | Tel: + 91-79822 19100

Maximum flexibility in tool production and regrinding

Digital fine boring tool

Walter Tools recently introduced the HELITRONIC MINI PLUS, which can
produce or regrind, whether as a costeffective basic machine or as a fully
automated tool grinding machine. The
basic version of the HELITRONIC MINI
PLUS can be individually configured with
numerous efficiency options and various
loading systems. The economical
production of common and complex
geometries and diameters from 1 to 16 HELITRONIC MINI PLUS
mm in one clamping is guaranteed by the
powerful HSK belt spindle with two spindle ends for up to six grinding
wheels (as standard). In addition, the revolutionary CORE hardware and
software architecture with intuitive operation facilitates machine set-up,
operation, networking, and maintenance. A wide range of options for the
HELITRONIC MINI PLUS for application-specific configuration are available.
For the automation of the HELITRONIC MINI PLUS, users can choose
between a top loader and a robot loader with three different equipment
packages for even greater flexibility. The HELITRONIC MINI PLUS uses the
globally proven HELITRONIC TOOL STUDIO grinding software from WALTER,
which offers simple programming with the greatest possible flexibility.

Wohlhaupter India recently announced the expansion of the Wohlhaupter
boring tool product line with the launch of the 410 (420) series fine boring
heads as well as the expansion of
the 464 (465) series. Both the 410
(420) and 464 (465) digital boring
heads are equipped with a
3ETECH docking port for easy
digital diameter adjustments. The
unbalanced 410 (420) series has
a diameter range of 20.00–29.00
mm (0.787–1.142 inches). The 464 (465) series fine boring heads
464 (465) boring heads offer
automatic self-balancing and bore diameters from 29.00–205.00 mm
(1.142–8.071 inches). These boring heads have a special design to
minimise the residual imbalance produced by insert holder displacement.
As a result, the tools remain stable even with light-interrupted cuts
throughout the entire machining process and achieve the tightest
tolerances and optimum surface quality. Additionally, the insert holder can
be rotated for reverse machining jobs. The tools are available in the nondigital version with vernier scale adjustment or in the digital version for
adaptation with the 3ETECH digital display for μ-accurate adjustment.

Walter Tools | Pune
Email: pankaj.khaladkar@walter-tools.com | Tel: +91-20-30457346
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Wohlhaupter India | New Delhi
Email: customer.care@wohlhaupter.com | Tel: +91-11-4182 7044
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I’ve
ever used.”
Titan Gilroy
TITANS of CNC: Academy, USA

Titan Gilroy
TITANS of CNC: Academy, USA
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Our machining experts can help you turn your
metalworking fluid into a key success factor.
Test us. It‘s worth it.
blaser.com/testus
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